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The Future
of Diving
Starts
with You.
HUMAN FACTOR DIVING™
Your gear should adapt to you, allowing you
to personalize every aspect of your dive. This
is the guiding philosophy of every SCUBAPRO
innovation. Human Factor Diving™ keeps you
at the center of the experience, before, during,
and after your dive—with gear that’s intuitive,
comfortable, and perfectly suited so all
you have to focus on is having an incredible
dive experience.

E XPERIENCE

HUMAN FACTOR
DIVING™Everywhere

SCUBAPRO leads in every category with gear that’s
intuitive, comfortable, and leaves you free to
explore.
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Regulators
Adapted to your
breathing style,
and type of diving.

hum a n fa c t or

Insight

Offering patented features that no other
company offers, SCUBAPRO’s ongoing
development process is laser-focused
on designing gear to make your dive
unforgettable.

Evaluation

Designed by divers for divers—SCUBAPRO
gear is repeatedly dive tested to prove its
usability, long before it hits the shelves,
earning the trust of militaries, public
safety and specialized diving research
organizations the world over.

Personalization

Gear developed with the Human Factor
Diving™ adaptive approach is so smart and
intuitive, you only need to focus on one thing:
exploration.

designed for women

SCUBAPRO designs dive gear with special
cuts and patterns that take into account the
female form, along with enhanced sizing.

Computers

BCs

Suits

Personalized dive
profiles created
using your
own biometric
measurements.

Unmatched fit
and function,
allowing you to
take control of
your buoyancy.

Designed and
constructed
to deliver
comfort, fit, and
maximum thermal
protection.
SCUBAPRO.COM //
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regulators

take it
all in.
Discover the peace of exploring the water, hearing
only the beat of your heart and the relaxed rhythm of
each breath. With SCUBAPRO regulator systems, you
can do what comes naturally, and leave the ordinary
behind. Trust the most advanced technologies to give
you a truly incredible experience.

R E G U L AT O R S

The
undisputed
leader in
regulators.
When it comes to SCUBAPRO regulators, divers have many choices, including
piston and diaphragm designs, user adjustments and convenience features
available nowhere else. But a regulator must, first and foremost, deliver
smooth and effortless airflow, in all dive conditions, at all depths, with
unquestioned reliability. And that’s where SCUBAPRO truly shines.
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R E G U L AT O R S
Constantly
EVOlving
performance
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Configurable
port routing to
dive however
you choose

A proven legacy.
Why do so many militaries and public safety teams buy SCUBAPRO? Because

anc

they require equipment that can meet their stringent standards, that can
endure rugged use, and that can be relied upon to work when needed. When

v
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you buy SCUBAPRO, you’re in good company.

A regulator for every dive.
SCUBAPRO draws from its great variety of regulators to create ideal systems
for any diving: casual recreational, travel, cold water, deep, or technical.

Extremely
comfortable
mouthpieces and
ergonomically
shaped second
stages

A –SERIES regulators are the ultimate delivery systems, consisting of an
exceptional air-balanced valve technology 2nd stage paired with either our
MK25 EVO (an air-balanced flow-through piston 1 st stage) or with our MK17
EVO (an air-balanced diaphragm 1 st stage with a dry ambient pressure
chamber). A-SERIES regulators are unique looking and feeling, offering a
dive experience like no other.
S-SERIES regulators are synonymous with SCUBAPRO quality, unbeatable
engineering and unbelievable breathing performance. Our S-SERIES
combinations deliver a steady, effortless flow of air, regardless of depth or
workload, and maintain inhalation resistance at its lowest possible level.
S-SERIES regulators are proven performers, for all types of diving
and divers.
G-SERIES regulators are not only historically renowned as excellent
regulators but their rugged and reliable reputation has kept them at the top
of the list for technical and demanding divers. Our G260 2nd stages are paired
with the MK25 EVO or MK17 EVO 1 st stages.

Adjustable Venturi
personalization
lets you easily
adjust airflow
during the dive

C-SERIES regulators are built with ‘Optimal Flow Design’ (OFD), an evolution
of classic downstream technology. C-Series mid-range regulators provide a
smooth and controlled breathing experience.
R-SERIES regulators use classic downstream technology. They are renowned
for safety and reliability. The easy-to-use simple design requires minimal
maintenance, and with a high level of versatility they are appreciated as a
primary breather, as a back-up or on staging bottles.
XTIS (Extended Thermal Insulating System)
fully insulates the inner mechanical components for extra protection.
Available in MK25 EVO and MK2 EVO systems.

All that’s left is to pick the perfect system
for your goals and diving style.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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R E G U L AT O R S

A-Series

SCUBAPRO’s exceptional A-Series second stages, when teamed
with a MK25 EVO or MK17 EVO first stage, form the ultimate air
delivery systems. The A700’s rugged full-metal casing, front
cover and valve housing are able to withstand years of aggressive
diving. This metal construction also enables the use of a standard
diaphragm inside a more compact casing, increasing breathing
sensitivity. The A700 Carbon BT features a handmade full carbon
fiber front cover, which is lighter to increase comfort, plus
provides excellent shock resistance.

MK25 EVO/A700 CARBON BLACK TECH..
A lightweight yet virtually indestructible
carbon fiber front cover plus a durable
Black Tech coating deliver excellent
protection while offering superb breathing
performance for technical diving and more.
MSRP ∂ $1279

MK25 EVO/A700
This always-impressive system can be counted on for
steady, effortless airflow and exceptional cold-water
protection with its patented Extended Thermal Insulating
System (XTIS) technology.
MSRP ∂ $911

MK17 EVO/A700
More compact yet delivering better
performance than its predecessor, the new
MK17 EVO is perfectly paired with the A700.
Built for demanding dive conditions, you can
always be confident of your next breath.
MSRP ∂ $814
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LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

All SCUBAPRO regulators feature our limited lifetime warranty.

S620 Ti

new

Enhanced Flow
Hi-Flow mouthpiece and
enlarged mouthpiece
pipe, improve comfort and
increases airflow. And the
super-flow hose delivers
more air on each breath.

The revolutionary new S620 Ti regulator touts a long list of
features guaranteed to enhance a diver’s underwater
experience, offering improved work of breathing in a smaller,
lighter package—37% better than the S600. Choose
between the MK25 EVO T and the MK25 EVO first stages.

Compact Size.
Huge Performance.
The new compact size makes
it more comfortable
without sacrificing
breathing performance.
Versatile and Adjustable
Equipped with full user
adjustments, including a
new high-grip inhalation
effort control knob and
a VIVA switch.

Engineered Exhaust Tee

Breathe Easier. Look Better.

The S620 Ti’s new flowengineered exhaust tee does a
great job of diverting bubbles
while helping to substantially
lower work of breathing.

Stainless steel components blend with sleek styling.
Colorful mouthpieces and hose protectors let you match
your regulator to the rest of your gear.

Total Titanium

Built to Last

MK25 EVO T: Ultra-light,
corrosion-resistant first
stage is machined from a solid
block of titanium—providing
uncompromised quality.

S620 Ti: The titanium barrel, reinforced
technopolymer case and front cover, and
stainless steel front frame let the S620 Ti
withstand years of aggressive diving in any
conditions.
SCUBAPRO.COM //
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R E G U L AT O R S

S-Series
MK25 EVO T/S620 Ti

S-Series air-balanced second stages have become synonymous
with SCUBAPRO quality, unbeatable engineering and unbelievable
breathing performance. Its newest member, the S620 Ti, is a
total evolution in its class: more compact, a titanium core (barrel)
and an extraordinary high flow exhaust tee, lets you literately feel
the difference.

new

SCUBAPRO’s top regulator technology is on display in this
ultra-light, corrosion-resistant reg system. The first stage is
machined from a solid block of titanium, and the newly designed
high-flow S620 Ti features a full titanium inlet tube. The S620
Ti’s work of breathing has been reduced 37% over the S600, due
in part to a new high-flow exhaust tee, resulting in a system
that delivers effortless airflow under all dive conditions.
MSRP ∂ $2200

MK25 EVO/S620 Ti

new

SCUBAPRO’s premium high performance piston first stage
and its new state-of-the-art second stage, designed with
titanium components, create an incredibly reliable reg
system that offers excellent resistance to freezing, superb
inhalation sensitivity and an instant delivery of air, in all water
temperatures, depths and dive conditions.
MSRP ∂ $819
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LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

All SCUBAPRO regulators feature our limited lifetime warranty.

R E G U L AT O R S

MK25 EVO/S600
Flawless performance and ease of breathing are the essence of
this system. The preferred combo of professionals or any diver
embarking on long, deep dives that require ultra-high performing
cold-water protection.
MSRP ∂ $769

Personalize your S600 — with these interchangeable purge covers, MOUTHPIECES and Hose Protectors.
Available as additional accessories - sold separately.

MK21/S560
This reg system is full of features. The
compact piston first stage is lightweight,
delivers excellent airflow and offers an
optional head attachment for multiple hose
orientations. The S560 second stage is
lightweight too, and easy to use. An excellent
choice for divers of all skill levels.

2015

2015

MSRP ∂ $571

MK11/S560

.....

new combo

Designed for divers seeking impressive performance
in an uncomplicated air-balanced delivery system.
Lightweight and easy to use. Perfect for recreational
divers and dive travelers in particular.
MSRP ∂ $479

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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R E G U L AT O R S

G-Series

SCUBAPRO’s renowned air-balanced G-Series second stages
represent the most imitated air-balanced second stage design of
all time. The first G-Series second stage was introduced in 1986.
Rugged and reliable, today's version features SCUBAPRO’s largest
second stage casing and diaphragm for the ultimate in breathing
sensitivity. Metal components (inlet tube, orifice, inhalation
control knob and hose connector) provide excellent cold-water
performance, and a left-right hose attachment option is ideal for
technical diving applications.

MK25 EVO/G260 BLACK TECH
Aimed at technical divers, this system offers excellent resistance to
freezing and effortless air delivery. A sleek Black Tech scratch-resistant
DLC (Diamond Like Carbon) finish protects both first and second stages.
MSRP ∂ $949

MK25 EVO/G260
Aimed at technical divers, this system
can face any dive situation—including
extreme cold-water conditions—
with rock-solid performance and
outstanding reliability.
MSRP ∂ $739

MK17 EVO/G260
The ideal system for tech divers and cave explorers. The
environmentally sealed first stage is designed for cold waters
and less-than-pristine dive conditions.
MSRP ∂ $614

Visit your local dealer or SCUBAPRO.com for more information on these systems, as well as additional options for first and second
stages. Many first stages are offered as DIN as well. And, other second stages can be purchased as redundant air sources.
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LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

All SCUBAPRO regulators feature our limited lifetime warranty.

R E G U L AT O R S

MK11/C350

new combo

A first stage specially designed to reduce size and weight, plus
SCUBAPRO’s most compact second stage, make for an excellent
travel regulator system. A smooth breathing and reliable midrange breather.
MSRP ∂ $429

MK2 EVO/R195
Featuring a totally evolved classic
downstream piston first stage, this
workhorse reg delivers impressive breathing
sensitivity with steady airflow, plus offers
excellent cold-water resistance.
MSRP ∂ $374

R195 OCTO

R095 OCTO

Combines the features
of the R195 with a highvisibility yellow cover and
a 39-inch yellow reversible
hose for easy sharing.

Preset inhalation and
VIVA for hassle-free
air delivery. 39-inch
yellow reversible hose
for easy sharing.

MSRP ∂ $210

MSRP ∂ $149

AIR2 5th GENERATION
This fifth-generation octo/inflator is both versatile and easy to use.
As a backup regulator in high-stress situations, the AIR2 breathes
like a dream, rivaling some second stage models. It is CE-certified for
waters 10ºC/50ºF or warmer. The large, flexible purge button provides
quick clearing when it counts. Divers can also enjoy pinpoint buoyancy
control with the AIR2. Its large inflate and deflate buttons are easy
to distinguish, and the device fits comfortably in hand. For reliable
performance without dangling hoses, the AIR2 is a standout.
MSRP ∂ $252

OCTOPUS CLIPS
Super power neodymium
magnet keeps both Octo Clip
parts together until needed.
MSRP ∂ $24

OCTOPUS HOLDER
PROFESSIONAL
Serious magnetic retainer features an
extremely strong magnet that keeps
your octo reg secure until needed.
MSRP ∂ $29

For a full list of accessories, visit SCUBAPRO.com.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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COMPARISON CHAR T

S-series

A-series

Regulator
combos
FIRST STAGE
Air-Balanced Piston:
Ultra-fast breathing response
regardless of pressure or depth.

ne w

MK25 Evo/
A700 CARBON BT

MK25 Evo/A700

∫

∫

Balanced Diaphragm:

MK17 Evo/A700

MK25T Evo/S620 Ti

ne w

MK25 Evo/S620 Ti MK25 Evo/S600

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

Keeps water out while delivering
air promptly at all tank pressures.

Classic Downstream Piston:
Reliable performance with
minimal maintenance.

∫

XTIS

∫

Full Titanium Body

∫

Dry Chamber
Low Pressure Ports (HFP*)

5 HFP

5 HFP

4 HFP

5 HFP

5 HFP

5 HFP

High Pressure Ports

2

2

2

2

2

2

Swivel Ports

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Externally Adjustable
Intermediate Pressure

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Optional 5 HFP Cap
SECOND STAGE
Air-Balanced Valve:

Ultra-high airflow that remains
stable under all conditions.

∫

Optimal Flow Design:

Special barrel and poppet design to
optimize airflow.

Classic Downstream:

Simple operation with rugged,
reliable performance.

Titanium Valve Housing

∫
∫
∫
∫

Metal Valve Housing
Metal Components
Adjustable Inhalation Effort
Coaxial Adjustable VIVA

∫
∫
∫
∫

∫
∫
∫
∫

Adjustable VIVA

∫
∫

∫
∫

∫
∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Large Diaphragm
Flow-Engineered
Hi-Performance Exhaust Tee
Super Comfort
High-Flow Mouthpiece

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫

Compact Hi-Flow Mouthpiece

∫

Reversible Hose Attachment
Optional Color-Match
Diaphragm Covers

∫

Optional Color-Match
Mouthpiece & Hose Protector

∫

∫

∫

∫

*HFP = High Flow Port providing 15% higher airflow than standard low pressure ports.
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LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

All SCUBAPRO regulators feature our limited lifetime warranty.

∫

∫

COMPARISON CHAR T

G-series

new combo

MK21/S560

MK11/S560

∫

C-series

R-series

new combo

MK25 Evo/
G260 BT

MK25 Evo/G260

∫

∫

∫

MK17 EVO/G260

MK11/C350

∫

∫

MK2 Evo/R195

∫
∫

∫

∫
∫

4 HFP

4 HFP

5 HFP

5 HFP

4 HFP

4 HFP

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫
∫

∫
∫
∫

∫
∫
∫

∫
∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫

∫
∫

∫
∫

∫

∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫
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computers

intelligence
at hand.
Every diver feels more confident with the
advanced features of SCUBAPRO computers and
instruments—combining patented, groundbreaking
biometric technology, intuitive operation, and
Human Factor Diving™. Whether you’re new to the
sport, or a long time diver, there’s a SCUBAPRO
computer to make every adventure better.

Intelligence
That Sets the
Standard.
SCUBAPRO has been revolutionizing dive
computers since day one. Pioneering oilfilled devices, air integration, and heart rate
monitoring was just the beginning. Divers turn
to SCUBAPRO for exclusive technology, reliable
performance, and unmatched selection.

Consistent, adaptive
algorithms maximize
safety and dive time

Don’t Just Measure Your Biology. Use It.

20

ADAPTIVE
ALGORITHM



HEART RATE
MONITORING

SKIN TEMPERATURE
MONITORING

MICROBUBBLE
SETTINGS

Fine-tunes your
decompression
plan based on
your workload
as indicated
by biometric
feedback.

Provides a more
complete picture of
your workload so you
can respond promptly
to heightened stress
or over-exertion.*

Available when using the
SCUBAPRO HRM belt,
this patent-pending
feature incorporates
another critical biological
factor into your adaptive
algorithm.

Enables the adaptive
algorithm to adjust
based on your
experience level,
age, and physical
conditioning.

Profile Dependent
Intermediate Stops
(PDIS)
Calculates an intermediate
stop based on how much
nitrogen your body has
endured, taking into account
your current dive, previous
dives, and breathing mixes.

*Available with the Galileo and Mantis series. Diver must be wearing SCUBAPRO Heart Rate Monitoring belt or Polar belt.

COMPUTERS

Patented Technology
Available Nowhere Else.
Only SCUBAPRO offers computers developed with the Human
Factor Diving™ approach. Divers have the power to see their own
Dive, Freediving,
Gauge, and CCR
modes

Diving profiles
based on your
biometrics

biology analyzed and applied to their dive profile—in real time—
for a completely customized dive profile. You can measure your
heart rate, breathing workload, and even skin temperature—a
patented feature only available from SCUBAPRO*. No other name
offers the same level of personalization.

Proven Commitment
to Quality.
Before ever reaching your local dealer, SCUBAPRO prototypes
must pass rigorous tests performed by divers and independent
research labs. There, all components are subjected to relentless
trials for usability and performance. It’s the only environment
tougher than the real world.
Easy to use,
intuitive menus
designed by dive
and usability
experts

A Computer for Every Dive.
Stay nimble with an easy-to-operate wristwatch-style
computer, or go pro with fully loaded models. The advanced
SCUBAPRO technology in every computer enhances your
experience, wherever the dive may be.

Configurable displays
allow you to see as much
information as you want

HUMAN FACTOR DIVING™
STROKE COUNTER

CALORIE Tracker

Extensive Choices
for Every Diver

Record your distance—in the
open water or the pool—to track
progress of your fitness goals.
Available in swim mode.

Another valuable health
tracking technology
available with LogTRAK
software.

Versatile Features

Differing modes (CCR, Scuba, and
Gauge) allow recreational
and technical divers to utilize
the same computer.

Made for the waterman, not just
the diver—with modes like Sport,
Freediving, and Swim, plus calorie
counting (when using LogTRAK)

Track Your Progress

Advanced Technology

Configurable Displays

Data gathered through your self-tracking
computers can be downloaded for analysis
using LogTRAK and SmartTRAK software,
available for PC, Mac, and as an Android app.

Including heart rate and skin
temperature monitoring, CCR
and Swim modes, Trimix algorithms
and personalization options.

To make the computer your
own for easier operation.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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COMPUTERS

mantis

KEY FEATURES
• Deco, Gauge, Freediving and CCR dive modes
• Fixed PPO2 CCR algorithm for closed circuit
rebreather diving
• Predictive Multi-Gas algorithm for nitrox diving
• Chronograph with lap memory
• Swim mode that memorizes swim time and strokes (converts to distance)
• Heart rate monitor with optional SCUBAPRO HRM belt
• Marine-grade 316L stainless steel casing and two-toned brushed finish
• Hoseless gas integration gives tank pressure and true remaining bottom
time (M2 only)
• Digital tilt-compensated onboard compass allows for easy navigation
under water or on the surface (M2 only)
• LogTRAK software available for PC/Mac and Android
• Maximum depth rate: 394ft/120m

M2 (MANTIS 2)

COMPLETE

The M2 is a dive computer like no other. Developed using SCUBAPRO’s
Human Factor Diving™ approach to product design, the M2 offers
everything you expect from the leader in diving equipment. Its stylish,
brushed stainless steel casing is loaded with topside features and
advanced underwater functions, including air integration and electronic
navigation. But most importantly, the M2 incorporates cutting-edge
biometrics that enable you to live your life in dive mode.

Shown with optional metal band, not included

COMPLETE: MSRP ∂ $1499 // WRIST UNIT ONLY: MSRP ∂ $1024

SHOWN with optional color bands
Bands work with both the M2 and chromis

MANTIS 1 BLACK
Black Tech version. PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition)
scratch-resistant coating and a stealth finish.
MSRP ∂ $659

MANTIS 1 (M1)
A precision blend of sophisticated computer and
beautiful timepiece, the M1 is designed for divers who
crave the cutting-edge technology of the M2 but don’t
need air integration or an on-board digital compass.
Incorporating SCUBAPRO’s Human Factor Diving™, the
M1 provides detailed personalized data through the
use of biometrics. Offering just the right balance of
topside features and underwater functions, you can count on
the M1 for industrial-strength reliability that lasts.
MSRP ∂ $619

SCUBAPRO HEART RATE BELT
Monitors both heart rate and skin temp and allows computer
to include diver’s physiology in decompression calculations.
MSRP ∂ $119
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optional color bands
for mantis 1

m2

(MANTIS 2)

Easy to Read and Use
Exclusive, extra-sharp characters
and intuitive four-button menu
make the M2 easy to read and use.

Successor to the breakout Mantis computer. Created for divers who
demand air integration, the most comprehensive biometric monitoring,
and a sleek, stainless steel design. Featuring the same algorithm as the
Galileo computer, the M2 makes for a perfect primary or secondary computer
option. Experience the latest Human Factor Diving™ innovation that allows
divers to feel more liberated than ever.
COMPLETE: MSRP ∂ $1499 // WRIST UNIT ONLY: MSRP ∂ $1024

Real Time Air Integration
Blinking, colored light of
the Smart Transmitter
informs you of your tank
pressure. No high-pressure
hose necessary.

Versatility Above and Below
Take advantage of the SCUBA,
Freediving, Gauge, and CCR
modes, plus Swim and Sport
modes for topside use.

Swiss Engineering and Style
Smart computing and
comprehensive features, all
packed into a stunning piece of
Swiss engineering and design.
Shown with optional all metal band

Biometric Monitoring
Partner the M2 with the exclusive SCUBAPRO Heart
Rate Monitoring belt to incorporate your heart
rate and skin temperature into the computer’s
decompression calculation. The result is a
personalized dive profile that maximizes your
diving experience.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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COMPUTERS

GALILEO

KEY FEATURES
• Extra-large dot matrix display
• Four-second sampling rate
• Hoseless gas integration
• Continuously updated average depth display
• Exclusive integrated heart rate monitor
• Full-tilt digital compass
• Personalization options
• Trimix Algorithm (optional download)
• Predictive Multi-Gas
(optional on Luna)

GALILEO SOL
The ultimate dive computer, Sol contains all core SCUBAPRO
features in addition to all technology exclusive to the Galileo
series. This state-of-the-art computer accounts for the
effect of increased workload on human physiology with
features like the integrated heart rate monitor which tailors
decompression calculations to your dive.
COMPLETE: MSRP ∂ $1272 // WRIST UNIT ONLY: MSRP ∂ $1029

COMPLETE

GALILEO LUNA
The Galileo Luna is everything you need for an
extraordinary underwater experience. The Luna
contains all core SCUBAPRO technology and all
features of the Sol except two, which can be added
as optional upgrades later (heart rate monitor and
Predictive Multi-Gas).

2009

COMPLETE: MSRP ∂ $991 // WRIST UNIT ONLY: MSRP ∂ $749

LED & SMART+ TRANSMITTER.
Convenient and safe, a SCUBAPRO transmitter allows you to read tank
pressure and true remaining bottom time (RBT) on the computer screen. It
needs only to be paired once, the first time you use it. Coded transmission
technology prevents interference between different dive computers. The
latest LED version lets you know if your tank has gas without needing to
activate the computer. Compatible with Galileo Sol, Galileo Luna and Mantis
M2 personal dive computers.
MSRP ∂ $373
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SMART+
LED

COMPUTERS

CHROMIS

KEY FEATURES
•E
 xtra-sharp characters inspired by Samurai katanas—and
developed exclusively for Chromis—are proven to be exceptionally
readable under water
•P
 atented stroke counter keeps track of strokes from the wrist or
fin kicks from the ankle, while also calculating distance
• PC/MAC interface with USB interface cradle accessory
•C
 ontinuously updated average depth display in gauge mode which
can be reset by the diver at any time
• Independent stopwatch under water in scuba and gauge modes
• Maximum depth rate: 394ft/120m

CHROMIS
A loaded wrist computer, the Chromis is ready for your next
adventure, in or out of the water. Divers will enjoy the large,
easy-to-read display and a host of features, including a
full-featured dive computer, freediving and gauge modes,
timepiece, and patented stroke counter. The Chromis has
all the core SCUBAPRO features minus PMG.
Enjoy the Chromis in a color that celebrates your diving
style. Choices include Black, White, Orange, Lime Green,
Black/Gold, Full Black and Deep Blue.
MSRP ∂

$534

BLACK/GOLD, FULL BLACK, DEEP BLUE: MSRP ∂ $560

why measure your heart rate?
From monitoring your heart health to personalizing your dive algorithm—measuring
heart rate and skin temperature can benefit divers of all ages and skill levels. Heart
rate and skin temperature can be considered the primary indicators for a body’s
workload. As stress or workload increases, heart rate and skin temp increase. As
heart rate increases, oxygen uptake increases, as does the uptake of nitrogen. And
an increase in nitrogen absorption is critical information for maintaining a safe dive.

the scubapro Heart Rate Belt works exclusively
with the Mantis 2 and Galileo computers.

With SCUBAPRO’s HRM belt, your heart rate is measured in four-second samplings
to ensure diving activities stay within an individual’s “safe zone.” It’s a valuable
tool that promotes health, safety and performance—and it’s only available with
SCUBAPRO dive computers

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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COMPUTERS

Aladin

For 30 years Aladin dive computers have been providing discerning
divers of all skill levels with a range of computing choices, in a variety of
configurations, to suit virtually any dive scenario. This year’s SCUBAPRO
Aladin (Matrix) series takes it to a whole new level, with air integration, a
digital compass and Bluetooth® technology. Offering high-end features
in a highly affordable dive computer, whether you’re an experienced
technical diver or a beginning recreational diver, there’s a SCUBAPRO
Aladin (Matrix) dive computer for you.

Scubapro ALADIN H QR (MATRIX)

new

A sharp-looking full-featured dive computer targeted to avid
recreational divers looking for a convenient air-integrated
DC. Algorithm calculates remaining bottom time (RBT) and
estimates workload based on breathing rate.
Digital compass and Bluetooth® Low Energy technology
compatible with LogTRAK for Android and IOS.
With quick release hose connect
CONSOLE ONLY: MSRP ∂ $660

Scubapro ALADIN SPORT (MATRIX)

new

Perfect for recreational divers who appreciate a dive computer with a
variety of modern features that enable them to evolve in their sport,
as well as for technical divers looking for multi-gas capability.
Digital compass and Bluetooth® Low Energy technology
compatible with LogTRAK for Android and IOS.
WRIST MOUNT: MSRP ∂

$415

2-GAUGE CONSOLE: MSRP ∂ 

$465

ALADIN ONE
Simple single-gas dive computer is ideal for
first-time buyers and also makes an excellent
backup instrument. Available as a wrist mount
or in two- or three-gauge consoles.
Dive/Freedive logs can be stored and analyzed
with a PC/Mac via infrared technology.
WRIST MOUNT: MSRP ∂ 

$340

3-GAUGE CONSOLE, IMPERIAL: MSRP ∂ $458
3-GAUGE CONSOLE, METRIC: MSRP ∂  $458
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2-GAUGE CONSOLE: MSRP ∂ 

$386

CAPSULE ONLY: MSRP ∂ 

$280

C O M P U T E R S // G a uges

DIGITAL 330M

3-GAUGE
IN-LINE CONSOLES

Electronic data delivery
system provides actual
and maximum depth,
ascent speed, dive time
and temperature. Rated to
1082ft/330m.

Pressure and depth gauges with
choice of 35-degree-tilt FS-2 or
26-degree-tilt FS-1.5 compass.
MSRP ∂ $219 - $289

MSRP ∂ $260

2-GAUGE SP CONSOLE
+ COMPASS

2-GAUGE CONSOLES
U-Line or In-Line. Compact
plastic or metal-case pressure
gauge and choice of compact or
standard depth gauge.

Brass-case pressure gauge and
35-degree-tilt oil-filled FS-2
compass.

MSRP ∂ $159 - $213

MSRP ∂ $212

PRESSURE GAUGES
Compact metal or plastic-case,
reading psi, bar or both.
MSRP ∂ $83 - $129

DEPTH GAUGE, WRIST MOUNT
Oil-filled Bourdon tube design in an
impact-resistant nylon case.
MSRP ∂ $112

COMPASSES

FS-1.5

FS-1.5 calibrated to the Northern
hemisphere, or the FS-2 available for
both hemispheres.
FS-2: MSRP ∂ 

FS-2

$99

FS-1.5: ∂ See Your LOCAL SCUBAPRO Dealer for Pricing

FS-2 SHOWN WITH RETRACTOR MOUNT
For the full line of instruments, visit SCUBAPRO.com.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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GALILEO SOL

GALILEO LUNA

M2 (MANTIS 2)

MANTIS 1 (M1)

MANTIS BLACK

Predictive Multi-Gas (PMG)

∫

Optional

∫

∫

∫

Profile Dependent
Intermediate Stops (PDIS)

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

3 gas

1 gas

3 gas

3 gas

3 gas

∫

∫

∫

MODEL
Segmented LCD-Matrix Display

Nitrox (21%-100%)
Swim Mode
Freediving Mode
Gauge Mode

Free Upgrade

Free Upgrade

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

CCR Mode
Continuous Updated
Average Depth

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Logbook

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Altimeter

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Active Back Light

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Bookmark

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Max Depth

1082 ft / 330 m

1082 ft / 330 m

394 ft / 120 m

394 ft / 120 m

394 ft / 120 m

User

User

Dealer

Dealer

Dealer

3-5 years or
300-500 dives

3-5 years or
300-500 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

∫

∫

∫

Battery Replacement
Estimated Battery Life
Full Watch Functions
Extra-Large Dot Matrix Display

∫

∫

Oil-Filled Technology

∫

∫

Hoseless Gas Integration

∫

∫

∫

Integrated Heart Rate Monitor

∫

Optional

∫

∫

∫

SCUBAPRO HR/Skin Temp Belt

Included

Optional

Included

Optional

Optional

Full Tilt Digital Compass

∫

∫

∫

Personalization Options

∫

∫

Optional Trimix Algorithm

∫

∫

SmartTrak, PC,
LogTRAK PC/Mac*

SmartTrak, PC,
LogTRAK PC/Mac*

LogTrak, PC/Mac,
Android

LogTrak, PC/Mac,
Android

LogTrak, PC/Mac,
Android

IrDA

IrDA

USB

USB

USB

Hose Gas Integration

Software, Compatibility
(Access on SCUBAPRO.com)
Connectivity
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core FEATURES
For all SCUBAPRO DIVE Computers
ne w

ne w

ALADIN SPORT
(MATRIX)

ALADIN H
(MATRIX)

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

1 gas

3 gas

3 gas

CHROMIS

∫

Micro-bubble: Choosing a micro-bubble level between
L0-L5 allows you to increase your safety by adapting to
a particular environment. This feature allows divers
to either take up less nitrogen or off-gas more quickly.
Predictive Multi-Gas (PMG): Lets you enjoy the full
benefits of carrying high oxygen concentration mixes
in addition to your main breathing gas. The computer
calculates the decompression schedule for all possible
gas combinations and adapts the calculation accordingly.
(Not available on Chromis)
Continuous average depth reading: Available in gauge
mode and can be reset by the user anytime.

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

394 ft / 120 m

394 ft / 120 m

394 ft / 120 m

Dealer

User

User

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

∫

∫

Profile Dependent Intermediate Stops (PDIS):

Calculates an intermediate stop based on how much
nitrogen uptake your body has endured, taking into
account your current dive, previous dives, and
breathing mixes.
Enriched air (Nitrox): 21%-100%. The ppO2 is
adjustable between 1 and 1.6 bar.
Gauge mode: Turns off all warnings and alarms
(except low battery alerts) and monitors depth, time,
and temperature without decompression calculations.
Logbook: Records depth, temperature, and heart rate
profiles after the dive and stores the most recent 100
hours of dive information at a 4-second sampling rate,
which can be downloaded to a PC.
Freediving mode: A collection of features developed
for freedivers, including a faster sampling rate, manual
start, specialized alarms and warnings, adjustable water
density, and specific logbook. Available as a free upgrade
for Galileo Sol and Galileo Luna on SCUBAPRO.com.
(Not available on the Aladin H)
Altimeter: Measures altitude and alerts the diver when

approaching an altitude incompatible with saturation
status after a recent dive.

∫

∫

LogTrak, PC/Mac,
Android

LogTRAK, PC/Mac,
Android iOS

LogTRAK, PC/Mac,
Android iOS

USB

Low Energy Bluetooth

Low Energy Bluetooth

Bookmark: Allows you to highlight specific moments
with a simple button press.

Active back light: With push-on and push-off function.

Replaceable battery: By user or dealer.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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BCs

form meets
function.
Your BC should be in perfect harmony with you.
That’s why SCUBAPRO offers the ideal combination
of comfortable fit, flexibility and intuitive design.
Everything right where you need it. No wasted effort.
Adjustments easily made on the fly. See how much
more you can explore with the freedom of knowing
that you and your gear are working as one.

Control
that’s
second
to none.

Dump valves
everywhere
you need them

Any jacket lets you adjust buoyancy. Only
SCUBAPRO BCs, created with Human Factor
Diving™ innovation, put you in charge of the
dive. Discover the power of having the most
personalization features, superior comfort,
and premium construction on your side.

Durable
components
that withstand
any conditions

Rip-resistant
nylon
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BCs

Comfort at Every Angle.
Quick-drying,
light yet durable
materials and
flexible backpacks
on travel BCs

SCUBAPRO takes a unique approach to designing BCs; thinking beyond
the water to give you the best experience before, during, and after the dive.
Accomplishing that goal starts with offering the industry’s widest selection
of sizes and styles, each tailored for differing body types and diving. Female
divers in particular never have to sacrifice style or specialized fit with
a SCUBAPRO BC.

Back-Flotation

Front-Adjustable

Stabilizing

Once on, easy-adjustment features provide snug comfort that stays put. In
the water, ultra-soft design and flexibility allow you to move naturally—so
you can spend downtime exploring, not adjusting.
Ultra-soft
backpack and
chest straps
and expandable
cummerbunds

After the dive, SCUBAPRO BCs dry quickly and pack smart for easy traveling
to the next adventure.

Made to Become yours.
SCUBAPRO BCs include all your favorite options, with many ways to make
it your own. Choose from a spectrum of color choices. Customize your BC
with accessory kits and mountable knives. Take advantage of a multitude
of configuration options on every jacket. Add an Air 2 5th generation to
streamline your diving with a secondary air source that breathes like your
regulator. However you use it, your SCUBAPRO BC is made to meet your needs.

Built for a lifetime of dives.
SCUBAPRO BCs are durable beyond the rigors of typical diving, down to the
last detail. Every buckle, zipper, strap, and grommet is tested for realworld durability and long-term use. High-quality fabrics are incorporated
throughout the BCs for additional rip resistance and lasting shape. When
divers are ready to upgrade to the highest-quality BC available, they choose
SCUBAPRO—the first choice of instructors around the world.

Secure, standardized
weight pockets, with
many also featuring
stabilizing back counter
weight pockets

HUMAN FACTOR DIVING™
The Most Style Options

Features Offered Nowhere Else

Including fits for women.

Such as three dump valves on
many of our BCs.

Designed For More Control
So you can find balance regardless
of orientation.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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B C s // B A C K F L O T A T I O N

BACK FLOTATION
hydros pro

travel friendly

A true breakthrough in design, dive comfort and convenience,
our premiere back flotation BC, made with moldable Monprene®,
is built for anyone who loves to dive. The HYDROS PRO is the
most feature-rich, the most customizable and the most
comfortable BC ever. Its 2-BCs-in-1 design makes it the perfect
BC for any destination and any dive. In Men and Womens sizes.

W/BPI: MSRP ∂ $839 // w/AIR2 5th Gen: MSRP ∂ $959

SHOWN WITH BPI

SHOWN WITH AIR2

Color Kits available
TRAV-TEK STRAPS INCLUDED

Attachment accessories and color kits are
also available to make the HYDROS PRO even
more versatile. Kits sold separately.
MSRP ∂ $50
See optional 7 color kits
assembled on BCs below

7 Color Kits available
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HYDROS PRO

THE ABILITY TO CHANGE ANYTHING, CHANGES EVERYTHING

Introducing the key to transforming your dive experience. HYDROS PRO
is an incredible feat of SCUBAPRO engineering—offering unprecedented
convenience, on-the-go configuration, specialized fits, and more.
HYDROS PRO isn’t just for professionals. It’s for anyone who loves to dive.
2 BCs in 1
With a quick switch of clips,
HYDROS PRO transforms from
a basic harness travel BC to
a jacket with fully integrated
weight pockets.

Exclusive Gel Harness System

Replaces traditional
manufacturing methods
by replacing stitched
fabric with soft, resilient
Thermoplastic Elastomer
harness components. The
Monprene® Gel construction
conforms to your body for
extreme, lasting comfort.

Travel Friendly
Interchangeable straps, a packable design
and an included backpack with room for your
entire dive kit make the HYDROS PRO perfect
for any destination and any dive.

Accessorize
Modular system allows
customization and repairs.

Instant Dry and Durable
No water absorption means a lightweight BC that dries
quickly when it comes out of the water. HYDROS PRO
also stands up to UV, chemicals, and abrasion.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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BACK FLOTATION
KNIGHTHAWK

rest yled

This rugged yet very comfortable back flotation BC integrates
a multitude of performance features to deliver outstanding
freedom of movement, outstanding comfort, and easy
handling. A convenient zippered roll-out pocket allows for a
hydrodynamic, streamlined cut.
W/BPI: MSRP ∂ $643 // w/AIR2 5th Gen: MSRP ∂ $763
Camo available with BPI Only

SEAHAWK
The Seahawk is a leading member in our
family of dynamic, comfortable back
flotation jackets. The Seahawk allows
excellent freedom of movement, while
still providing adequate storage with
traditional cargo pockets.
W/BPI: MSRP ∂ $643 // w/AIR2 5th Gen: MSRP ∂ $763

LADYHAWK

rest yled

This women’s BC teams all the technical features of
our Knighthawk with a female-specific cut and design.
It represents a new dimension in optimized load
distribution, freedom of movement, and comfort.
W/BPI: MSRP ∂ $643 // w/AIR2 5th Gen: MSRP ∂ $763
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For sizing, see chart on page 41.
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LITEHAWK

travel friendly

rest yled

The Litehawk is the travel version in our back
flotation family. With a soft, flexible pack
instead of a rigid backpack, it is exceptionally
light and rolls to pack tightly. Incorporates
many of the great features of our back flotation
BCs in a high-performing, lightweight BC. Size
XS/S weighs just 4.8lbs/2.2kg.
W/BPI: MSRP ∂ $414 // w/AIR2 5th Gen: MSRP ∂ $560

STABiLIZING
CLASSIC
The Classic combines the best features, past
and present. This version incorporates RF
welding technology with the unbeatable rugged
performance the Classic is known for. Discerning
divers will appreciate details like the easy-access
chest pockets.
W/BPI: MSRP ∂ $773 // w/AIR2 5th Gen: MSRP ∂ $893

BPI
The Balanced Power Inflator has a streamlined and ergonomic
design. The inflation button is easy to locate and requires little
effort. A soft mouthpiece has been added. The corrugated hose
features an easy to use SQAP (Safe and Quick Air Pin) lever and
a connection between hose and elbow valve.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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FRONT ADJUSTABLE
EQUATOR

upgraded

The Equator is extremely comfortable and fully adjustable. It
comes with an integrated weight system and a wide range of
great features. Its compact and lightweight design makes it an
ideal front-adjustable BC for diving at home or elsewhere.
W/BPI: MSRP ∂ $581 // w/AIR2 5th Gen: MSRP ∂ $701

GLIDE X

upgraded

This BC allows you to experience extremely comfortable diving.
The SCUBAPRO-exclusive wraparound air bladder retains its
cradle-like shape even when fully inflated. Fully adjustable, it
comes with an integrated weight system and a wide range of
exceptional features.
W/BPI: MSRP ∂ $643 // w/AIR2 5th Gen: MSRP ∂ $763

BELLA

upgraded

Specifically designed and meticulously tailored for the female
diver. This high-end, front-adjustable jacket has every detail,
including a SCUBAPRO-exclusive wraparound air bladder that
retains its cradle-like shape even when fully inflated. The Bella
will allow you to experience the most comfortable diving ever.
W/BPI: MSRP ∂ $643 // w/AIR2 5th Gen: MSRP ∂ $763
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For sizing, see chart on page 41.
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GO

travel friendly

Go dive the world with this true travel BC. Lightweight,
easy-to-pack and extremely comfortable, it includes an
integrated weight system, optional trim pouches and a bevy of
other original features, as well as SCUBAPRO quality, style, and
spirit of adventure. The large size weighs only 5.7lbs/2.6kg.
W/BPI: MSRP ∂ $529 // w/AIR2 5th Gen: MSRP ∂ $664

EQUALIZER

new

The Equalizer brings together all the best features you could ever want
in a recreational diving BC. Its high performance wraparound bladder
is lightweight, durable, and extremely comfortable. In reliability and
performance, this BC has no equal.
W/BPI: MSRP ∂ $499

REBEL BC

upgraded

Built tough to withstand many dive seasons and
multiple growth spurts, with a choice of interchangeable
cummerbunds and adjustable length shoulder straps.
MSRP ∂ $424

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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back flotation

front adjustable

ne w

Back Flotation: Optimizes
swimming position for freedom
of movement and reduced drag.

HYDROS PRO

SEAHAWK

KNIGHTHAWK

LADYHAWK

LITEHAWK

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Front Adjustable:
Ease of use with good stability
above and below the surface.

GLIDE X

BELLA

∫

∫

∫

∫

Stabilizing:
Provides easy and precise
movement with exceptional lift.

Modular BC-4-Life Design

∫

Super Cinch Tank Band

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫

Standard Nylon Tank Band
Fully Adjustable Cummerbund

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Quick-Release
Front Weight Integration

∫

∫

∫

∫

Quick-Release
Rotating Shoulder Buckles

∫

∫

∫

∫

Dual Compound Back Plate

∫
∫

∫

∫

Rigid Padded Backpack

∫

Flexible Soft Backpack
Torso Flex Zone

∫

2-Stage Inflation

∫

D-Rings
Multi-Mount
Accessory Matrix
Pockets
Knife Grommets

4
Stainless Steel

6
Stainless Steel

4
Stainless Steel

4
Stainless Steel

4
Aluminum

6
Stainless Steel

6
Stainless Steel

Optional

2 Zip

1 Zip Rolled

1 Zip Rolled

2
Quick-Release

2 Zip

2 Zip

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Octopus Holder
Weight Integration Back Trim

∫

Smart Pack Design

∫
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∫

∫
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stabilizing

BC Sizing Chart
SIZE

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

CUMMERBUND
CIRCUMFERENCE

LIFT
(lbs.)

HYDROS PRO
MEN
S

5'2" - 5'7"

120 - 155

26" - 39"

36

M

5'7" - 6'0"

143 - 187

28" - 45"

40.5

L

5'10" - 6'2"

176 - 242

30" - 50"

40.5

XL-XXL

6'1" - 6'6"

220 - 285

32" - 58"

40.5

WOMEN
ne w

EQUATOR

GO

EQUALIZER

REBEL

CLASSIC

XS/S

4'11" - 5'7"

95 - 145

26" - 39"

36

M

5'3" - 5'11"

120 - 170

28" - 45"

36

L

5'7" - 6'1"

150 - 210

30" - 50"

40.5

Seahawk

∫

∫

∫

∫

S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 154

30" - 38"

54

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

32" - 40"

54

L

5'10" - 6'1"

170 - 209

38" - 46"

54

XL

6'1" - 6'3"

194 - 240

44" - 52"

54

XXL

6'2" - 6'5"

229 - 271

50" - 60"

54

KNIGHThawk

∫

S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 154

30" - 38"

33.7

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

32" - 40"

44.9

L

5'10" - 6'1"

170 - 209

38" - 46"

44.9

XL

6'1" - 6'3"

194 - 240

44" - 52"

44.9

XXL

6'2" - 6'5"

229 - 271

50" - 60"

44.9
33.7

LADYhawk

∫

∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

XS

5' - 5'5"

100 - 125

26" - 32"

S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 155

28" - 36"

33.7

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

30" - 38"

33.7

ML

5'10" - 6'0"

155 - 190

34" - 42"

33.7

L

5'10" - 6'1"

180 - 210

40" - 48"

33.7

LItehawk

∫

XS/S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 170

42" max

29.2

M/L

5'7" - 6'1"

150 - 209

52" max

29.2

XL/XXL

6'1" - 6'3"

194 - 271

58" max

29.2

GLIDE X

∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

XS

5'0" - 5'5"

100 - 125

28" - 36"

22.5

S

5'2" - 5'7"

120 - 155

30" - 38"

29.2

M

5'5" - 5'10"

150 - 170

34" - 43"

31.5

L

5'7" - 6'0"

170 - 200

38" - 46"

33.7

XL

6'0" - 6'3"

195 - 235

42" - 52"

33.7

XXL

6'2" - 6'5"

230 - 270

50" - 60"

38.2

XS

5' - 5'5"

100 - 123

28" - 36"

22.5

S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 155

30" - 38"

29.2

M

5'6" - 5'10"

150 - 170

34" - 43"

31.5

L

5'7" - 6'

170 - 201

38" - 46"

31.5

XL

6' - 6'3"

194 - 236

42" - 52"

36
22.5

BELLA

∫

Airnet

∫

∫

Airnet

Equator

6
Stainless Steel

2 Zip

∫

6
Aluminum

2 Zip

∫

∫

4
Stainless Steel

2 Velcro

∫

3
Plastic

2 Zip

6
Stainless Steel

2 Zip / 2 Velcro

∫

∫

XS

5' - 5'5"

99 - 123

31" - 36"

S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 154

35" - 41"

27

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

37" - 43"

29.2

L

5'11" - 6'1"

170 - 209

38" - 44"

33.7

XL

6'1" - 6'3"

194 - 240

40" - 47"

38.2

XS

5' - 5'5"

100 - 125

28" - 34"

22.5

S

5'2" - 5'7"

120 - 155

30" - 38"

27

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

32" - 40"

31.5

GO

L

5'10" - 6'1"

170 - 210

34" - 42"

36

XL

6'1" - 6'3"

195 - 240

36" - 46"

42.7

XS

5' - 5'5"

99 - 123

31" - 36"

22.5

S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 154

35" - 41"

27

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

37" - 43"

29.2

EQUALIZER

L

5'11" - 6'1"

170 - 209

38" - 44"

33.7

XL

6'1" - 6'3"

194 - 240

40" - 47"

38.2

XS

5' - 5'5"

100 - 125

24" - 36"

33.7

S

5'2" - 5'7"

120 - 155

32" - 40"

40.5

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

34" - 42"

45

L

5'10" - 6'1"

180 - 210

38" - 48"

58.5

XL

6'1" - 6'3"

195 - 240

44" - 56"

80.9

CLASSIC

Optional

∫
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X -T E K

X-TEK
X-TEK SIDEMOUNT SYSTEM
This easy-to-wear addition is compatible with the current X-TEK line and
features a soft Airnet backpack, bungees and hooks for tank support and
streamlining, making sidemount diving more convenient and comfortable.
Includes stainless steel grommets, D-rings, handles, and valves.
MSRP ∂ $349

COVER

KEY FEATURES
• 1000D Cordura outer shell
• Soltane inner bladder
• Ergonomic SCUBAPRO balanced inflator
• Specifically designed for sidemount harness

WING

• Attached crotch strap

Harnesses
X-TEK FORM-TEK HARNESS
A 3-piece harness system with anatomically optimized
back padding and shoulder straps that can be adjusted
in length and alignment for maximum comfort. Comes
with twelve stainless steel D-rings. The harness can be
equipped with an optional quick-release weight system.
MSRP ∂ $313

X-TEK PURE-TEK HARNESS
Made of secure, continuous webbing which weaves
through a back plate to provide a custom fit. Included:
waist buckle, two shoulder D-rings, one left D-ring on
the waist belt, and “tri-glide” fasteners.
Shown fully assembled with crotch strap
and back plate, not included
MSRP ∂ $79
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Shown fully assembled with
crotch strap and back plate,
not included

X -T E K

wings
X-TEK DONUT WINGS
Unprecedented buoyancy control regardless of diving
position. For single (30lbs/12kg or 40lbs/18kg lift) and
double (40lbs/18kg or 60lbs/27kg lift) tank diving.
SINGLE TANK WINGS: MSRP ∂  $364
Double Tank Wings: MSRP ∂ $399

Shown fully assembled
with harness and
back plate

KEY FEATURES
• 1680D Ballistic Nylon outer shell
• 420D Nylon inner bladder
• Proven SCUBAPRO balanced inflator

X-TEK HORSESHOE
(HS) WING

KEY FEATURES

A horseshoe wing with a
lift capacity of 60lbs/27kg.
for double tanks. With or
without bungee.

• 420D Nylon inner bladder

• 1680D Ballistic Nylon outer shell
• Bungee system for minimum drag
• Proven SCUBAPRO balanced inflator

MSRP ∂ $399

Back plates
X-TEK STAINLESS STEEL
BACK PLATE
Delivers optimal stability. Numerous
attachment points allow for optional
storage pack or other accessories.
Weight: 5.3lbs/2.4kg.

X-TEK ALUMINUM
BACK PLATE
Perfect travel companion features a stealth
black coating. Ultra-light yet extremely stable.
Weight: 2lbs/.9kg.
MSRP ∂ $151

MSRP ∂ $151
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X -T E K

X-TEK ACCESSORIES
travel adapter
Attaches to Form-Tek Harness in place of metal
back plate. Includes two Super Cinch straps.
MSRP ∂ $139

MARKER BUOY
Five feet long with double inflation system
and bottom weights for upright stability.
MSRP ∂ $89

QUICK-RELEASE WEIGHT POCKETS
For use with an X-TEK Pure Tek Harness
or a Litehawk BC.
MSRP ∂ $84

X-TEK SINGLE TANK ADAPTER
Attaches to back plate for single tank dives.
Includes two Super Cinch straps.
MSRP ∂ $83

X-TEK BACK PLATE STORAGE PACK
Storage pack attaches to back plate for additional space to carry accessories.
MSRP ∂ $82

X-TEK ACCESSORY POUCHES
Waistband pouches with internal D-rings to
stow accessories. Two sizes.
SMALL: MSRP ∂ $42 // LARGE: MSRP ∂ $53

SIDEMOUNT WING COVER
Fits both sidemount air cell sizes and keeps
your rig streamlined while increasing durability.
MSRP ∂ $40
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For more accessories, visit SCUBAPRO.com.

X -T E K

X-TEK COUNTERWEIGHT POCKETs
Mount to tank or waistband for optimal weight distribution.
Sold in pairs. Each pocket holds 2.2lbs/1kg.
MSRP ∂ $39

WET NOTES
Pocket-sized notebook with plastic pages
and a dedicated pencil.
MSRP ∂ $34

CROTCH STRAP
Two inches wide with two stainless steel D-rings.
MSRP ∂ $34

reel
Heavy-duty. Comes with 246 feet of
polyester line and a swivel snap.
MSRP ∂ $99

MINI REEL
With 100 feet of nylon line and a
double-ended stainless steel snap.
MSRP ∂ $34

SHOULDER PADS
Additional shoulder protection for straps.
PAIR: MSRP ∂ $24

BOLT SNAPS
For securing accessories and stage
tanks. Made of AISI 316 stainless steel.
MSRP ∂ $16 - $25

REGULATOR NECKLACE

BOLT KITS

Flexible, long-lasting band for
back-up 2nd stage to ensure a
secure and quick recovery.

Extra bolts for setting up the
optimal X-TEK configuration for
your personal use.

MSRP ∂ $7

See your authorized SCUBAPRO
dealer for pricing.
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suits

wherever
you are,
you’re
covered.
The commitment to keeping divers more
comfortable, longer, is in the fabric of every
SCUBAPRO suit. It’s a difference you can’t miss—
from the moment you gear up, through the entire dive.
No other name offers more premium options that
combine unwavering performance with the comfort
and style to suit you to a T.

Protection
comfort &
Design.
SCUBAPRO suits set the standard for comfort, style,
and thermal protection. Unlike other manufacturers,
SCUBAPRO engineers suits with the same attention
to detail given to other technical gear, with a
continued commitment to innovation. That’s why
SCUBAPRO suits undergo a constant evolution in
materials and construction. Each feature on every
SCUBAPRO suit is expertly designed and engineered
to keep you protected throughout your entire dive, be
it in warm equatorial currents or the frigid seas of the
Arctic. Whatever the ocean environment demands,
SCUBAPRO suits stylishly deliver.

Even more flexibility
and comfort

X-FOAM - All SCUBAPRO neoprene is X-FOAM
SCUBAPRO was first in diving in 2012 to introduce X-FOAM blend neoprene as part
of our ongoing effort to better protect divers and our environment.
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PETROLEUM FREE made from limestone neoprene.

GREATER ELASTICITY increases comfort and mobility.

ONLY FORMULA THAT COMPLIES
WITH P.A.H. TESTS ensuring fewer pollutants.

HIGHER INSULATION EFFICIENCY

LIGHTER WEIGHT for travel and comfort.

VERY DURABLE for years of diving adventures.

for better heat retention.

SCUBAPRO is also the first to introduce solvent-free glue. We’ve tested it for over
400 hours – and we know it is better for you – and better for the environment.
Solvent-free glue is used on our Everflex and novaScotia suits.

Solvent Free Glue

S u i ts
ts

Superior Fit All Around.
Through an exclusive process called Body

Mapping , SCUBAPRO designs a more complete
suit around your needs. Careful attention is given
to material selection, such as utilizing Diamond
Span and waterproof neoprene coatings that
dry quicker. Body Mapping also influences
the overall location of panels, seaming, and

Specialized
Performance Features.
It’s the unique details that make a SCUBAPRO suit
truly exceptional in comfort and thermal protection.
Diamond Span Liner: Designed to drain water and
dry quickly for added comfort when preparing for
repeated dives.
Everflex Material: A neoprene material produced
using X-Foam that is lightweight, flexible, and
durable.

zippers. The result is a suit with maximum
stretch, better comfort and durability, and
the best performance possible.

Protective Seals: Strategically placed to
minimize water entry and keep you warmer.

SCUBAPRO also uses unique, thinner materials
engineered to perform better than suits using

Anti-Abrasion Material: Included in all highstress areas of the suits to ensure lasting quality.

thicker, more traditional materials. All of this
ensures a better fit, meaning more warmth,

Sizes Tailored For Women: For lasting comfort
that feels custom-fit for you.

and longer suit life.

Other Warmth Essentials: Spine pads, double
collars, zippers with larger flaps, and gussets to
block water entry enable our suits to test higher in
warmth than other suits on the market.

Strategic, limited
panel layouts, that
flatter the body and
add comfort

The Widest Selection in the Industry.
Neck, wrist,
diagonal back
and ankle YKK
zippers with KA
brass sliders
make it easy to
get on and off

Wearing SCUBAPRO is the next best thing to having a custom-made suit. The range of size offerings cannot
be matched. What’s more, all SCUBAPRO suits lead their categories in comfort, thermal protection,
and overall quality. So whichever one you choose, you’re always diving with the best.

Drysuits
(Laminate/Neoprene)

Semi-Dry Suits

WetSuits

Hybrids

Pyroflex

rashguards

HUMAN FACTOR DIVING™
Layering Options

A Suit For Every Dive

Particularly with the new Pyroflex suit,
allowing you to take a suit from tropical
to colder conditions.

From drysuits to semi-drys to a wide range of
wetsuits, there is a SCUBAPRO suit for every
diver, every dive scenario, and every budget.

Vast Suit Sizing

Thoughtful Details

Built for a variety of different body types
and shapes, including 13 sizes for both
men and women.

Such as iSafe to keep your computer in place,
glove/hood retainers on suit legs, key pockets
on suit calves, and more.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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S u i t s // d r y s u i t s

drysuit
EVERTEC LT - Trilam Drysuit
Lightweight, durable and offering a bit of
stretch, this high-quality drysuit is made of
heavy-duty Rip-stop fabric and comes with a
long list of features to keep you warm, dry and
comfortable in all water conditions. Included:
suspenders, LP hose and a bag for storage
or transport. Comes with hood.
Unisex. Available in sizes: M-4XL.
MSRP ∂ $1955

EVERTEC DRYSUIT
HOOD ONLY
MSRP ∂ $43

ACCESSORIES

CLIMASPHERE

DRYSUIT BOOT

Drysuit undergarment.

Rugged yet flexible.

Unisex. Available in sizes: XS-4XL.

Unisex. Available in sizes: S-2XL.

MSRP ∂ $229

MSRP ∂ $89

EASY DON
DRY GLOVE

EASY DRY
PRO GLOVE

Unisex. Available in sizes: S-2XL.

Includes glove liner.

MSRP ∂ $139

Unisex. Available in sizes: S-2XL.
MSRP ∂ $59
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S u i t s // d r y s u i t s

EVERDRY 4 - Neoprene Drysuit
Enjoy the fit and flexibility of a wetsuit
with the thermal properties and
watertight seals of a drysuit. The
high-density 4mm neoprene resists
compression so little to no under
garments are required. Built for
extended-wear comfort and convenience,
the suit includes inflator hose and bag for
storage or transport. Comes with hood.
Available in sizes: Men S-4XL, Women 2XS-XL.
MSRP ∂ $1099

EXODRY - Neoprene Drysuit
Offering a unique approach to drysuit diving,
the Exodry fuses 4mm high-density neoprene
with latex wrist and neck seals. It’s a winning
combination, resulting in minimal buoyancy
variations, maximum range of motion and an
excellent sealing system. Includes attached rubber
boots, LP hose and storage bag. Comes with hood.
Available in sizes: Men S-3XL, Women S-XL.
MSRP ∂ $1099

All SCUBAPRO neoprene is constructed with X-FOAM, a petroleum-free limestone neoprene formula,
and the only one that complies with P.A.H. tests to better protect divers and our environment.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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S u i t s // s e m i - d r y

NOVASCOTIA 7.5MM - Semi-Dry Suit

upgraded

Snug-fitting and flexible, the NovaScotia keeps you very
warm and relatively dry while exploring the depths. With its
easy-zip YKK Aquaseal Vislon dry zipper, improved plush
lining, double zippered seals on ankles and wrists and long list
of convenience features, the NovaScotia offers the ultimate
fit, warmth and durability in cold-water and multi-dive
thermal protection. Hood sold separately.
Available in sizes: Men S-4XL, Women XS-2XL.

MSRP ∂ $629

novascotia hood

upgraded

An ideal hood for drysuits and semi-drys as well as
cold water steamers. Made of 100% Everflex neoprene
on the outside and nylon on the inside. Face seal
minimizes water intrusion.
Available in sizes: Men, S – 2XL, Women, XS – XL.
MSRP ∂ $59

SPORT SEMI-DRY 7MM
Cold-water divers looking for a comfortable, high-stretch
wetsuit need look no further. Made from super-soft neoprene,
the suit features an attached hood and a triathlon cut for lots
of range of motion in the shoulder and arm areas. It’s musthave thermal protection for first-time suit buyers.
Available in sizes: Men S-3XL, Women XS-2XL.
MSRP ∂ $530
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All SCUBAPRO neoprene is constructed with X-FOAM, a petroleum-free limestone neoprene formula,
and the only one that complies with P.A.H. tests to better protect divers and our environment.

EVERflex
The Everflex line features a wide selection of suits that deliver superb fit and thermal
protection—including styles and thicknesses to match any dive. Every inch of these
full-featured suits has been carefully considered, from materials to seams and seals,
and even panel location—finished with little touches that make your dive experience
more comfortable and even more enjoyable.
Plush-Lined Hoods
Pure Design Concept
Utilizes fewer seams and panels
of varying thickness to deliver
superior warmth, flexibility and fit.

New in 2017, two plushlined hood options
made from 100%
Everflex neoprene to
provide extra thermal
protection.

Advanced Thermal Lining
Diamond Span water-draining
interior lining enhances coldwater protection.

YKK Zippers
Offers increased long-term
durability and ease of use
with KA brass sliders.

Abrasion-Resistant Materials
Heavy-duty reinforced
shoulder and knee areas
with abrasion-resistant seat
ensure durability.

Everflex Neoprene
Provides added durability
and sheds water, allowing
it to dry quickly.

X-FOAM

Solvent-Free Glue

Made from limestone neoprene,
petroleum–free, and compliant with
strict PAH requirements. SCUBAPRO
was the first to offer this, better
protecting divers and our oceans.

The first to use AQUA
glue—a solvent-free,
water-based adhesive
that is environmentally
and diver-friendly.

A perfect fit for
any diver with a
range of sizes
for both men
and women.

Solvent Free Glue

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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S u i t s // s t e a m e r s

EVERFLEX
EVERFLEX STEAMERS

upgraded

These ultra warm and comfortable steamers are built with
100% Everflex neoprene and incorporate SCUBAPRO’s exclusive
Pure Design Concept using fewer panels and seams, allowing
maximum stretch for extreme freedom. All 2017 Everflex
steamers come with a Diamond Span water-draining inside
lining that features a second lining for improved stretch and
cold-water protection. Suits are also assembled using a new
and innovative solvent-free water-based glue, a major step
towards a truly green wetsuit.
7/5mm, 5/4mm and 3/2mm thicknesses.
39 new sizes: 20 men’s sizes and 19 women 's sizes.
Available in sizes: Men S-5XL, Women 2XS-4XL.
7/5MM: MSRP ∂ $479
5/4MM: MSRP ∂ $434
3/2MM: MSRP ∂ $362

Solvent Free Glue

OUR UNIQUE BLUE DIAMOND SPAN inner
lining with water draining material isn’t just exceptionally
comfortable and quick drying. It enhances cold water protection,
keeping you warmer, longer.

everflex 3/2mm Womens WHite

new

Designed especially for women divers, this new
steamer is something special. It offers excellent
warmth, comfort and stretch, and like all Everflex
steamers, it is assembled using an innovative
solvent-free glue. In stylish white to turn heads.
Available in 17 sizes: 2XS – 4XL.
MSRP ∂ $362
Solvent Free Glue
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All SCUBAPRO neoprene is constructed with X-FOAM, a petroleum-free limestone neoprene formula,
and the only one that complies with P.A.H. tests to better protect divers and our environment.

S u i t s // s t e a m e r s

DEFINITION

3MM

DEFINITION STEAMERS 3mm/5mm
User-friendly wetsuits use a 3D cut and special tailoring to fit the body
like a glove, provide extra stretch where needed, and enhance warmth
and comfort. Accent colors vary on suits based on thickness.
5mm and 3mm thicknesses.
Available in sizes: Men S-3XL, Women 2XS-2XL.
5MM: MSRP ∂ $309
3MM: MSRP ∂ $239

5MM

DEFINITION SHORTY 2.5MM
A must-have dive suit for tropical divers
everywhere, this stylish shorty is lined with
titanium plush and offers warmth, flexibility and
comfort. It’s a great choice for layering too.
Available in sizes: Men XS-3XL, Women XS-2XL.
MSRP ∂ $123

All SCUBAPRO neoprene is constructed with X-FOAM, a petroleum-free limestone neoprene formula,
and the only one that complies with P.A.H. tests to better protect divers and our environment.
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S u i t s // s t e a m e r s

SPORT
SPORT STEAMERS
Ideal for new divers, Sport suits are more comfortable and provide
much more freedom of movement than other wetsuits. Made from
ultra-pliable neoprene, steamers are built with the Pure Design
Concept, using fewer seams and panels, and feature a triathlon cut.
7mm, 5mm and 3mm thicknesses.
Available in sizes: Men S-3XL, Women XS-2XL.
7MM: MSRP ∂ $359
5MM: MSRP ∂ $299
3MM: MSRP ∂ $219

rebel
REBEL STEAMER, 2.5MM
Back-zip steamer delivers warmth,
flexibility and a comfy plush interior.
Unisex. Available in sizes: S-XL.
MSRP ∂ $122

REBEL SHORTY, 2MM
Moderate warmth plus sun protection for
snorkeling, diving and fun on the beach.
Unisex. Available in sizes: S-XL.
MSRP ∂ $75
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All SCUBAPRO neoprene is constructed with X-FOAM, a petroleum-free limestone neoprene formula,
and the only one that complies with P.A.H. tests to better protect divers and our environment.

S u i t s // s t e a m e r s

HYBRID
HYBRID JANE 3MM
FOR WOMEN
Designed for female divers, this
sexy 3mm Farmer Jane conforms
to the body like a second skin. Built
with X-Foam neoprene, attractive
smooth-skin panels and an
eye-catching color scheme.
Available in sizes: S-XL.

HYBRID bolero jacket 3mm
FOR WOMEN new

MSRP ∂ $210

The perfect thermal companion. Wear it by itself or with
the Hybrid Jane to create a comfortable and stylish warm
water ensemble.
Available in sizes: XS-XL.
MSRP ∂ $145

HYBRID SHORTY 2MM FOR WOMEN
The same design and features as the Farmer Jane,
in a stylish shorty for female divers who prefer to
wear less neoprene on their tropical dive adventures.
Available in sizes: S-XL.
MSRP ∂ $120

HYBRID RASH GUARD FOR WOMEN
Wear it poolside or under a
Hybrid steamer, creating an
effective thermal protection
system. Short or long sleeve.

LONG SLEEVE

Available in sizes: S-XL.
LONG SLEEVE: MSRP ∂ $59 // SHORT SLEEVE: MSRP ∂ $54

SHORT SLEEVE

COMPLETE SYSTEM
Mix and match pieces for different looks - and warmth

All SCUBAPRO neoprene is constructed with X-FOAM, a petroleum-free limestone neoprene formula,
and the only one that complies with P.A.H. tests to better protect divers and our environment.
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PYROFLEX

When it comes to thermal protection nothing beats
neoprene, and the Pyroflex takes that to heart. This
revolutionary dive suit design features an outer layer made
from a special water-repellant, high-stretch 1.5mm Everflex
neoprene and an inner layer of high-tech fleece and plush.
This combination delivers outstanding warmth plus is
comfortable and dries quickly. You won’t find better thermal
protection for tropical diving, snorkeling, or pool training.

PYROFLEX STEAMER
Warmth, comfort and lots of stretch for excellent range of
motion, plus a slightly higher neck collar to protect against BC
chafing. A premium YKK zipper makes donning and doffing easy,
and thumb loops and heel stirrups prevent ride-up.
Available in sizes: Men S-3XL, Women XS-XL.
MSRP ∂ $249

100% Everflex Neoprene Outside

Made with X-Foam, this durable, quick-drying neoprene
keeps you comfortable with highly efficient insulation
for performance and maximum stretch. It’s also the only
neoprene formula that complies with strict PAH test
requirements for environmental safety.
Find your perfect fit. The range of sizes offered by SCUBAPRO can’t be matched.

PYROFLEX RASH GUARDS
Super-comfortable long and short sleeve rash guards keep
divers and snorkelers warm while spending long periods of time
in the water. With thumb loops (long sleeve) and high-cut collars,
they are also great for layering.
Available in sizes: Men S-3XL, Women XS-XL.
LONG SLEEVE: MSRP ∂ $159 // SHORT SLEEVE: MSRP ∂ $136

SHORT SLEEVE
LONG SLEEVE
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All SCUBAPRO neoprene is constructed with X-FOAM, a petroleum-free limestone neoprene formula,
and the only one that complies with P.A.H. tests to better protect divers and our environment.

S u i t s // s t e a m e r s

TROPICAL STEAMER, 1MM
This lightweight, high-stretch 1mm warm-water steamer
features Everflex styling and doesn’t compromise on features.
Abrasion panels on shoulders and Tatex kneepads make it just as
durable as a thicker wetsuit. With a plush torso lining you keep
even warmer without bulkiness.
Available in sizes: Men S-4XL, Women 2XS-3XL.
MSRP ∂ $175

PROFILE 0.5MM
Ultra-thin neoprene and a Silverskin
lining make the Profile 0.5mm an excellent
warm-water wetsuit. It’s also a great base
layer when worn beneath a thicker wetsuit
for cold-water diving.
Available in sizes: Men S-4XL, Women XS-3XL.
MSRP ∂ $130

EVERFLEX SKIN SUIT
This comfortable suit offers excellent thermal
and UV protection for tropical diving and
snorkeling, and is an effective under layer when
worn with a wetsuit.
Available in sizes: Men M-3XL, Women XS-XL.
MSRP ∂ $84

EVERFLEX 1MM LONG SLEEVE
RASH GUARD
Stylish rash guard offers high-stretch
comfort. Wear it with SCUBAPRO Hybrid
Shorts – it makes a great combination.
Available in sizes: Men S-2XL, Women XS-XL.
MSRP ∂ $109

EVERFLEX HOODED VESTS, 5MM & 2.5MM
Classic hooded vest made of 100% Everflex neoprene for superior
stretch and comfort. Designed to layer with any SCUBAPRO
steamer.
5mm or 2.5mm thicknesses.
Unisex. Available in sizes: 2XS-4XL.
5MM: MSRP ∂ $122 // 2.5MM: MSRP ∂ $79

All SCUBAPRO neoprene is constructed with X-FOAM, a petroleum-free limestone neoprene formula,
and the only one that complies with P.A.H. tests to better protect divers and our environment.
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COMPARISON CHAR T

SUITS

NOVASCOTIA

Thickness (mm)

Premium Semi-Dry

Mid Range Semi-Dry

SPORT HOODED

EVERFLEX

DEFINITION

SPORT

HYBRID

PYROFLEX

7.5

7.0

3/2, 5/4, 7/5

3.0, 5.0 (Steamer)
2.5 (Shorty)

3.0, 5.0, 7.0

3.0 (Steamer)
2.0 (Shorty)
3.0 (Bolero)

1.5

X-Foam
Solvent-Free Water
Based Aqua Glue
Pure Design
Concept (PDC)

Premium

Mid-Range

Entry

∫

∫

Industry 1st

Industry 1st

∫

∫
∫

∫

Preformed Design

∫

100% Everflex
Neoprene

∫

∫

Diamond Span
Fleece Lining

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

YKK Front Zip

YKK Front Zip

∫

Infrared Plush Lining

∫

Micro Plush Lining
YKK Aquaseal Dry
Zipper Shoulder
to Shoulder

YKK Aquaseal Dry
Zipper Shoulder
to Shoulder

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

Double
Zippered Seal

Double
Zippered Seal

Double Zippered
Seal (5/4 & 7/5)
Single Cuff Fused
Cut Finish (3/2)

Double Zippered
Seal (5.0)
Single Zippered
Cuff (3.0)

Single
Zippered Cuff

Glideskin on Seals

∫

∫

∫

∫

Fold-Under Neck Seal

∫
∫

∫

∫

∫ (5.0)

Ankle/Wrist Seal

Zipper on Neck Collar
Lumbar Pad
Abrasion-Resistant
Fabric
Anti-Abrasion
Pad/Print
I-Safe Strap
Hood
CE Thermal Class
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Premium

Industry 1st with X-Foam on full neoprene line and accessories since 2012

Triathlon Cut

Zipper

Women

∫

Heavy-Duty on
Medium on
Heavy-Duty on
Shoulder, Knee, Seat Shoulder, Knee, Seat Shoulder, Knee, Seat
Tatex Pad on
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

2
Separate

Attached

A

A

Ankle Strap
Thumb Loop

High-Quality on
Shoulder, Seat

Medium on
Shoulder, Seat

High-Quality on
Shoulder, Seat

Tatex Pad on
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

2 (5/4, 7/5)

2

A = 7.0
B = 5.0
D = 3.0

–

A = 7/5
B = 5/4
C = 3/2

For sizing and more details, visit SCUBAPRO.com.

B = 5.0
D = 3.0

–

COMPARISON CHAR T

DRYSUITS

TROPICAL

PROFILE

REBEL

1.0

0.5

2.5

Mid-Range

Entry

EVERTEC LT

EVERDRY 4

EXODRY

Lightweight
Ripstop
Membrane

High-Density
4mm Neoprene

High-Density
4mm Neoprene

∫

∫

Front Diagonal,
TIZIP Dry Zipper

Back,
YKK Metal Dry Zipper

Back, TIZIP
Dry Zipper

Si-Tech Valves

∫

∫

∫

Attached
Neoprene Socks

∫

∫

Small

Material
X-Foam

Industry 1st with X-Foam on full neoprene
line and accessories since 2012

Zipper

∫
∫

∫

Attached
Rubber Boots

∫

Kevlar Kneepads

∫

I-Safe Strap

1

Telescopic Torso

∫

∫

Removable
Suspenders

∫

∫

Flex Seal
Wrist/Ankle

∫

∫

∫

Pockets

2

1

1

Included

Included

Included

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

Ankle Strap
Thumb Loop

Ankle Strap
Thumb Loop

8 inch Zipper
for Easy Access
(2.5 ankle)

Hood

2

2

∫

THERMAL CLASSIFICATION SCALE
Medium on
Shoulder, Seat

Medium on
Shoulder, Seat

Prints on Knee

Prints on Knee

–

–

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

–

CE RATING

WATER TEMPERATURE BETWEEN

A

45° F – 54° F

B

50° F – 64.5° F

C

61° F – 75° F

D

> 72° F
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DIVE WEAR
Heritage RASH GUARD

new

Look sharp while enjoying solid sun protection.
Made from SPF 50 water-repellant nylon fabric,
the Heritage is comfortable, won’t trap water
and dries quickly.
Available in sizes: Men S-2XL, Women XS-XL.
LONG SLEEVE: MSRP ∂ $50

BOAT COAT

new

Premium warmer made of breathable Everflex neoprene protects you
from cold and wet weather while on a dive boat or strolling a windswept
shoreline. It comes with a full-length front zipper, attached hood and
zippered pockets for keeping hands warm. In men’s and women’s sizes.
See your authorized SCUBAPRO dealer for pricing.

CREW JACKET

new

This new watersports jacket is built to keep you warm and
cozy. Rugged exterior PU leather material is windproof
and waterproof, and the soft fleece interior lining is as
comfortable as can be. Includes detachable hood and
zippered waist pockets. In men’s and women’s sizes.
See your authorized SCUBAPRO dealer for pricing.
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HOODS
EVERtec drysuit hood
Low-profile 5mm drysuit hood with extended neck keeps body warmth
in and water out. Smooth skin neoprene makes a comfortable seal
against the skin. Made of 100% Everflex neoprene.
Unisex. Available in sizes: M-2XL.
MSRP ∂ $43

EVERflex hood, bibbed 6/5mm
Constructed of high-stretch 100% Everflex neoprene
for maximum comfort and durability. Extremely stretchy
Silverskin lining feels good against the skin and provides
a good seal to minimize water transfer.
Unisex. Available in sizes: S-2XL.
MSRP ∂ $59

EVERFLEX HOODs, 3MM

new

When you need a little extra thermal protection. Made of 100%
high-stretch Everflex neoprene for flexibility and durability, with
an inside lining of comfortable plush. No face seal.
Unisex. Available in sizes: S-2XL.
NO BIB: MSRP ∂ $49 // WITH BIB: MSRP ∂ $59

NEOPRENE BEANIE, 2MM

new color

After-dive warmth.
MSRP ∂ $19

HEAD BAND, 3MM

new colors

Optimal ear protection.
MSRP ∂ $12
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BOOTS
HEAVY-DUTY BOOT,
6.5MM
Form-fitting top.

HEAVY-DUTY
SHORT BOOT,
3MM
Cut low for convenience.
Available in sizes:
2XS-3XL.
MSRP ∂ $59

Available in sizes:
2XS-4XL.
MSRP ∂ $82

EVERFLEX BOOT,
5MM

DELTA BOOT, 5MM
Comfort and protection.
Available in sizes:
3XS-3XL.
MSRP ∂ $54

Easy donning and doffing.
Available in sizes:
2XS-3XL.
MSRP ∂ $62

DECK SOLE,
5MM
Non-marking sole.
Available in sizes:
2XS-2XL.
MSRP ∂ $60

SOCKS

BASE BOOT, 5MM
Economical foot protection.
Available in sizes:
2XS-3XL.
MSRP ∂ $49

DELTA SHORT
BOOT, 3MM
Low-cut and lightweight.
Available in sizes:
2XS-3XL.
MSRP ∂ $42

HYBRID SOCKS,
2MM
Chafing protection.
Available in sizes:
2XS-3XL.
MSRP ∂ $32

REBEL SUPER SOXX
Neoprene booties built for active individuals.
Great for swimming or playing on the beach.
Available in sizes: 9 Toddler-3 Youth.
MSRP ∂ $36
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COMFORT SOCKS,
3MM
Wear them anywhere.
Available in sizes:
XS-2XL.
MSRP ∂ $22

All SCUBAPRO neoprene is constructed with X-FOAM, a petroleum-free limestone neoprene formula,
and the only one that complies with P.A.H. tests to better protect divers and our environment.

S u i t s // G L O V E S

GLOVES
EVERFLEX GAUNTLET
GLOVE, 5MM

HYPERFLEX GLOVE,
3MM

Extra-long cuff.

Wraparound wrist closure.

Available in sizes:
XS-2XL.

Available in sizes:
S-2XL.

MSRP ∂ $79

MSRP ∂ $34

G-FLEX EXTREME
GLOVE, 5MM

D-FLEX GLOVE,
2MM

Semi-dry design.

Ideal for tropical diving.

Available in sizes:
XS-2XL.

Available in sizes:
XS-2XL.

MSRP ∂ $62

MSRP ∂ $34

EVERFLEX GLOVE,
5MM & 3MM

REBEL GLOVES
3MM

Excellent finger dexterity.

Comfortable neoprene
glove with gusseted Velcro
flap offers protection and
warmth for small hands.

Available in sizes:
2XS-2XL.
diamond span available
on 5MM only
5MM: MSRP ∂  $42

Available in sizes: S-XL.
MSRP ∂ $34

3MM: MSRP ∂  $39

SEAMLESS GLOVE,
1.5MM

TROPIC GLOVE,
1.5MM

Tactile hand-warmer.

Backed with neoprene.

Available in sizes:
XS-2XL.

Available in sizes:
XS-2XL.

MSRP ∂ $39

MSRP ∂ $32

All SCUBAPRO neoprene is constructed with X-FOAM, a petroleum-free limestone neoprene formula,
and the only one that complies with P.A.H. tests to better protect divers and our environment.
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essentials

a natural
extension
of you.
Your fins, mask, and snorkel should feel customengineered for you. That’s why SCUBAPRO has
crafted a wide selection of each, reinforced with
top-quality materials for ultimate performance.
It’s the perfect fit for those who want to go further,
see more, and lose themselves in the experience.

E s s e n t i a l s // F INS

FINs
SEAWING NOVA GORILLA
A slightly stiffer blade results in increased power
and control for divers who prefer more feedback in
their kicks. It also allows for more effective sculling
and reverse kicking, making the Gorilla an excellent
choice for tech divers and dive instructors.
Available in sizes: XS-XL.
MSRP ∂ $224

ADJUSTABLE

SEAWING NOVA
The multiple-award-winning Seawing Nova delivers the power, acceleration and
maneuverability of a blade fin, with the kicking comfort, speed and efficiency of a
split fin. You’ll be hard-pressed to find a fin more comfortable to wear or fun to kick.
Available in sizes: XS-XL.
ADJUSTABLE: MSRP ∂ $210 // FULL FOOT: MSRP ∂ $149

adjustable

Full Foot

FULL FOOT
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ADJUSTABLE

TWIN JET MAX
This high performance fin features a slightly stiffer blade
for split fin divers who like more feedback in their kicks.
Available in sizes: S-XL.
MSRP ∂ $179

TWIN JET
You won't find a better provider of maximum propulsion with
minimum kicking effort than the Twin Jet. This fin is just fun.
Available in sizes: S-2XL.
ADJUSTABLE: MSRP ∂ $160 // FULL FOOT: MSRP ∂ $109

adjustable

ADJUSTABLE
available in black only

FULL FOOT
not available in blue

JET FIN
SCUBAPRO Jet Fins have a long and celebrated history of performance.
They set the standard for power and durability in 1965 and continue to be
immensely popular today. Optional spring straps fit Twin Jet and Jet Fin.
Available in sizes: Adjustable: M-3XL, Spring Strap: M-2XL.
ADJUSTABLE: MSRP ∂ $139 // WITH SPRING STRAP: MSRP ∂$153
CAMO WITH SPRING STRAP: MSRP ∂ 

$192

spring strap

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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JET SPORT
ADJUSTABLE

The Jet Sport generates propulsive kicking power with
excellent stability. It’s easy to maneuver too, delivering
the perfect blend of performance, comfort and price.
Available in sizes: XS-XL.
OPEN HEEL: MSRP ∂ $94 // FULL FOOT: MSRP ∂ $49

adjustable

Full Foot not available in yelloW

WAKE
Offering dual-material construction and a traditional blade,
this fin is lightweight, comfortable and perfect for travel.
Available in sizes: S-XL.
MSRP ∂ $70

adjustable

Go Fin

new

travel friendly

Lightweight, comfortable, and virtually indestructible, GO fins
are travel-friendly and fun to use— making them the ideal fins
for divers seeking experiences around the world.
Available in sizes: XS-XL.
MSRP ∂ $69
Sold as standard with black strap on all sizes
Colored straps are an optional accessory and are size specific
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GO FIN

new

The perfect addition to the SCUBAPRO fin range, the GO dedicated travel
fin has been designed from the ground up, offering a superior blend of
durability, portability, and performance. Lightweight, comfortable, and
virtually indestructible, GO fins are travel-friendly and fun to use—making
them the ideal fins for divers seeking experiences around the world.

Extremely Lightweight
Versatile Fit
Available in versatile
crossover sizes, fitting a wide
range of feet sizes, complete
with self-adjusting bungee
heel strap.

Lightweight design makes
traveling more convenient
and use in the water easier
and more comfortable.

High Performance
Power in any Water Condition
Power bars under the rails
prevent overflex to maintain
the optimum angle of attack
under high load conditions.

The 25-degree pre-angled
blade includes a central
power panel, providing
longitudinal rigidity and
creating a channeling effect.

Barefoot Design
The GO’s design combines the
fit of an open heel fin, with
the comfort and barefoot
freedom of a full foot fin.

Monprene® Construction
100% Monprene® eliminates
broken blades, de-lamination and
torn foot pockets—making it ideal
for long-term, heavy-duty use.

Travel-Friendly
Designed to fit easily in IATA carry-on compliant
luggage, the Piggy Back Stack System makes
packing and traveling even easier.
SCUBAPRO.COM //
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trufit
SYNERGY 2 TWIN TRUFIT
A dual lens mask featuring new-generation Trufit two-skirt
technology. Provides long lasting comfort for almost any face.
MSRP ∂ $125 // MIRRORED: MSRP ∂ $140

SYNERGY 2 TRUFIT
The single lens Synergy 2’s new-generation Trufit two-skirt design
delivers a long-lasting, comfortable seal on virtually all face shapes.
MSRP ∂ $125 // MIRRORED: MSRP ∂ $140

SYNERGY TWIN TRUFIT

new colors

2nd generation Trufit technology uses two thicknesses of
supple silicone to create a comfortable, watertight seal.
MSRP ∂ $125 // MIRRORED: MSRP ∂ $140

TRUFIT TECHNOLOGY — FEELS LIKE NOTHING. FITS LIKE NOTHING ELSE.
SCUBAPRO’s revolutionary Trufit mask skirt technology, benefiting from three generations of design and development, forms a
watertight seal on virtually any face, allowing divers to have a secure mask without sacrificing comfort. Trufit Technology mask
skirts are designed with the highest quality silicone and are identifiable by their unique ribbing texture.
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SYNERGY 2

TRUFIT

Essential to any dive adventure, a superior mask must provide an expansive field of
view, keep water out, and—most importantly—it must be comfortable during extended
periods under water. SCUBAPRO’s Synergy 2 Trufit masks hit all of these targets,
but where they really shine is comfort. The key is the next-generation Trufit skirt, an
innovative double skirt design that combines two skirts and materials to help you truly
The Trufit Advantage

feel one with the underwater environment.

The main skirt is made
of thin, soft silicone for
a better seal and added
comfort. The top skirt is
thicker and more rigid
to provide support. The
unique ribbed texture
system molds to the
contours of most faces.

Tested Performance
Tested by demanding
divers and fine-tuned to
perfection.

Adjust at Will
Push-button buckles
attach to the skirt, not
the frame, optimizing
strap angle and range
of motion when
dialing in fit.

Enhanced Field of Vision

Designed For Travel

See in Full Color

Synergy 2’s lens design provides
excellent field of view—both
horizontally and vertically.

Flexible buckle tabs
enable the mask to pack
flat for traveling.

Ultra clear lens prevents
color distortion and
provides brighter vision.
Mirrored lens option
reduces glare.

Match Your Gear and
Your Personality

Twin Lens and Single Lens Colors

Choose between a
single lens or twin lens
version available in a
wide range of colors.
SCUBAPRO.COM //
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TWIN lens
SPECTRA
A metallic–look frame, dual lens mask. Exclusive paint process
gives your mask the look of stylish eyewear.
MSRP ∂ $91 // MIRRORED: MSRP ∂ $109

SPECTRA MINI
The Spectra Mini shares the same features as the
twin lens Spectra mask, but is smaller in size.
MSRP ∂ $84 // MIRRORED: MSRP ∂ $95

FLUX TWIN
An attractive low-volume dual lens mask. High-impact
polycarbonate frame for durability and strength.
MSRP ∂ $91

Optical lens available.
Lenses are interchangeable and
will fit either the left or the right side.
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SCOUT
A sporty, low-volume mask for easy clearing and extremely
comfortable fit. The perfect mask for any face.
MSRP ∂ $83

SOLARA
A classic, low-volume mask in a dual
lens design. High-impact polycarbonate
frame for durability and strength.
MSRP ∂ $79

MINI VU
Designed for smaller divers. Provides excellent field of view.
Skirt is made from high-quality hypo-allergenic silicone.
MSRP ∂ $39

SARDINE 2
Perfectly shaped to fit smaller faces, the soft non-allergic liquid
silicone skirt is ultra-comfortable. Ultra Clear lenses deliver a
bright view of the underwater world. Quick-release buckles make
easy work of strap adjustment.
MSRP ∂ $34

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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single lens
FRAMELESS GORILLA /Frameless
Diving's original frameless mask features a distinctive rectangular
shape for excellent field of view. The skirt’s soft double-edge seal keeps
water out and feels good against the skin. Gorilla features a larger skirt.
FRAMELESS GORILLA: MSRP ∂ $129 // FRAMELESS: MSRP ∂ $122

frameless GORILLA

FRAMELESS

CRYSTAL VU PLUS & PURGE
A single lens mask with seamless side windows for a panoramic
field of vision. Available with or without purge for easy clearing.
WITH PURGE: MSRP ∂ $99 // WITHOUT PURGE: MSRP ∂ $94

with purge

without purge
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with purge

without purge

E s s e n t i a l s // M AS K S

FLUX
An attractive low-volume single-lens mask. Built with a
high-impact polycarbonate frame for extra durability.
MSRP ∂ $91

SOLO
Enjoy the view in a streamlined, low-volume
frameless mask. Double-sealed silicone
skirt molds to the face for a comfortable,
watertight seal.
MSRP ∂ $91

MINI FRAMELESS
Perfect for small or narrow faces.
MSRP ∂ $82
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SUB VU MINI
Same features, just down-sized, making it a great choice
for young divers or anyone with a small face. Seamless
side windows provide an ultra-wide field of view.
MSRP ∂ $72

DEVIL
Offering excellent field of vision and a
super-soft silicone skirt, the design of the
nose pocket makes it easy to equalize.
MSRP ∂ $69

GHOST
Low-volume frameless mask fits comfortably and
offers a superb field of view. With easy-adjust buckles.
MSRP ∂ $63
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FULL-FACE MASK
Professional-quality mask is designed for diving in cold
water, wrecks or caves and technical diving. It is widely
used by military and commercial divers worldwide.
MSRP ∂ $659

GO PRO MASK MOUNT
Lightweight GoPro mask mount fits virtually every double
lens mask on the market and is easy to install and remove.
Enlarged to show detail.
mount Fits on top of mask.
MSRP ∂ $15

neoprene mask strap 2.5mm

new colors

No more tangled hair and twisted headbands.
See your authorized SCUBAPRO dealer for pricing.

velcro mask strap
Available with full Velcro or slip-over sleeve.
See your authorized SCUBAPRO dealer for pricing.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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snorkels
SPECTRA DRY
Large-bore tube allows plenty of airflow. Dry top closes
when submerged so no clearing is needed upon resurfacing.
MSRP ∂ $59

NEXUS
Low-drag design features a splashguard and angled purge to
divert bubbles out of your line of sight. Can be folded for stowage.
MSRP ∂ $59

Laguna 2
Dry top and self-draining lower purge work together for
continuous dry breathing when snorkeling or surface swimming.
MSRP ∂ $52
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Phoenix 2
Corrugated hose lets the mouthpiece hang clear when not
in use. Dry top blocks water while allowing lots of airflow.
MSRP ∂ $42

escape semi-dry

new

Splashguard design helps keep water from entering the large-bore barrel while allowing
abundant airflow. Includes an efficient purge valve and comfortable mouthpiece.
MSRP ∂ $33

FUSION PRO
Modern design features a splashguard top and a lower flex hose.
The comfortable silicone mouthpiece is interchangeable.
MSRP ∂ $33

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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accessories

built for the
adventure.
SCUBAPRO is your trusted travel partner, in and out
of the water. Complete your experience with bags
that go the distance, knives that give you an edge,
and LED lights that truly shine. Every piece is built to
withstand baggage claim, the beach, and any other
adventure you can pack in.

a c c e s s o r i e s // b a g s

BAGS
DIVE ‘N ROLL light

backpack

new

2-in-1 wheeled dive bag takes the hassle out of dive travel, and
this new lighter version eliminates some of the weight. Includes
large semi-rigid main compartment and removable backpack.
Dimensions // 26x15.75x14in
Weight // 8.8lbs
Volume // 25.1gal

MSRP ∂ $379

XP PACK DUO
Huge main compartment includes two mesh pockets for smaller items, plus
a zippered front-cover sleeve provides quick-access stowage. Telescopic
tow handle and durable wheels allow for near-effortless rolling.
Dimensions // 31.5x19.3x16.9in
Weight // 10.0lbs
Volume // 44.6gal

MSRP ∂ $253

TRAVEL BAG
A sturdy mid-size rolling bag made from a
combination of 450D Rip-stop, 420D nylon NT and
600D polyester. It includes side and top handles and
a front removable backpack.
MSRP ∂ $244

Dimensions // 25.5x13.8x11.8in
Weight // 7.5lbs
Volume // 18.0gal

CARAVAN BAG
Easy to move from the car to the boat or roll through an airport, the
Caravan is the ideal large-gear storage and travel bag. Features
include a corrosion-resistant zipper, reinforced saltwater-resistant
wheels, exterior side pockets and telescopic handle.
Dimensions // 27.5x15.8x13.8in
Weight // 8.6lbs
Volume // 25.9gal

MSRP ∂ $240

PORTER BAG
A foldable wheeler with extra-large volume for all your gear.
Includes integrated wheels, backpack system, corrosion-resistant
U-shaped zipper, two front and two inside pockets, and reinforced
bottom. The bag folds in on itself for easy storage.
Dimensions // 33.5x21.6x13.8in
Weight // 5.6lbs
Volume // 43.3gal
Folded dimensions // 20.4x16.1x6.7in

MSRP ∂ $189

FOLDED
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For more bags, visit www.SCUBAPRO.com or your local authorized SCUBAPRO dealer.
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DRY BAG

120L

This versatile dry duffel is made of heavy-duty PVC (Tarpaulin)
fabric, with a large main compartment offering substantial
stowage capacity. Included: carry straps that convert into a
backpack system.
Dimensions // 33.5x15.8x13.8in
Weight // 5.7lbs
Volume // 31.4gal

MSRP ∂ $179

CABIN BAG, 4 wheels

new

This new Cabin Bag sports four wheels, making it more
luggage-like, more versatile, more user-friendly and the
ideal roller carry-on bag for traveling.
Dimensions // 21x14.5x7.5in
Weight // 7.2lbs
Volume // 10.8gal

MSRP ∂ $172

MESH ‘N ROLL
A mesh water-draining bag is a diver’s favorite. SCUBAPRO’s
convenient wheeled mesh bag, made from heavy-duty PVC
coated mesh, translates into less post-dive hassle carrying
a bag full of water-soaked gear.
FOLDED

Dimensions // 30.8x15x13.8in
Weight // 5.7lbs
Volume // 27.5gal

MSRP ∂ $132

reporter bag

new

The rear compartment is ideal for clothes, the middle compartment is
designed for a laptop, e-tablet, documents and magazines (with a special
pocket for passport and boarding passes), and the front compartment is
designed to stow items like digital cameras.
MSRP ∂ $95

Dimensions // 20.5x15x9.5in
Weight // 2.4lbs
Volume // 11.6gal

30L DRYBAG BACKPACK

10L DRYBAG BACKPACK

Heavy-duty PVC (Tarpaulin).

Heavy-duty PVC (Tarpaulin).

Dimensions // 19.5x11.8x7.8in
Weight // 2.1lbs
Volume // 7.9gal

Dimensions // 15.8x9.8x3.7in
Weight // 1.8lbs
Volume // 2.6gal

MSRP ∂ $92

MSRP ∂ $82
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MESH BAG COATED
Made of PVC coated mesh, this sturdy bag is roomy enough for a
full set of gear, yet is lightweight and folds easily for storage.
Dimensions // 27x13.5in
Weight // 1.5lbs
Volume // 17.4gal

MESH SACK

MSRP ∂ $73

TRAVEL REG BAG,
VINTAGE

upgraded

Durable nylon mesh bag is perfect for
carrying snorkeling gear or tropical
dive gear. Now featuring a convenient
two-strap backpack system.

Heavy-duty, water resistant
PVC (Tarpaulin).
Dimensions // 12.6x12.6x4in
Weight // 1.7lbs
Volume // 2.6gal

Dimensions // 26x15.4in
Weight // 1.1lbs
Volume // 21.1gal

MSRP ∂ $59

MSRP ∂ $42

REGULATOR BAG + COMPUTER BAG
Rip-stop nylon.
Regulator Bag dimensions // 13.8x10.2x4in
Weight // .7lbs
Volume // 2.4gal

Computer Bag dimensions // 4.5x2.8x6in
Weight // .2lbs
Volume // .2gal

REGULATOR BAG+COMPUTER: MSRP ∂ $39 // COMPUTER BAG ONLY: MSRP ∂ $12

TRAVEL KIT
Heavy-duty PVC (Tarpaulin).
Dimensions // 10x5.3x4in
Weight // 0.4lb
Volume // 1gal

MSRP ∂ $29

CELL PHONE SPLASH
PROTECTOR
Water resistant. Splash Protection.
Not for underwater use
MSRP ∂ $23

COMPACT DRY BAG
Heavy-duty PVC (Tarpaulin).
Dimensions // 19.3x10.3x.9in
Weight // .5lbs
Volume // 8gal
MSRP ∂ $19
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For more bags, visit www.SCUBAPRO.com or your local authorized SCUBAPRO dealer.
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KNIVES
K6
Stainless steel blade offers smooth and serrated edges plus
line-cutting notch. Includes injected molded sheath.
MSRP ∂ $129

MAKO
Compact dive knife offered in stainless steel or titanium.
TITANIUM: MSRP ∂ $104 // Stainless Steel: MSRP ∂ $73

X-CUT

2009

Titanium blade retains sharp serrated
and smooth cutting edges for corrosionfree performance. Sheath fits tech
harness waistbands.
MSRP ∂ $84

WHITE TIP
Excellent cutting edge. Stainless steel blade resists surface
oxidation. Includes locking sheath and BC/hose attachment.
MSRP ∂ $65

MESH CUTTER
Used with a pulling motion, improving leverage, cutting power
and safety. Includes shackle key and sheath.
MSRP ∂ $52

SCUBAPRO offers
a full line of accessories.
Visit www.SCUBAPRO.com for a complete list.
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LIGHTS

LED lights are the dive lights of choice among today’s divers, and none
compare to SCUBAPRO’s Nova lights. Light years ahead in dive light design,
Nova lights are equipped with high-intensity LEDs that far outpace the
competition in brilliant lumen illumination, they are machined from heavyduty aluminum, making them both lightweight and built to last, and they offer
multiple power modes and safety features that rank best in class. Nothing
lights up a dive like a Nova light.

nova 2100 SF

new

Powerful new Nova 2100 SF (Spot Flood) multi-use dive light offers both a 65º wide
beam and a 15º spot beam to perfectly match any diving situation. Five light modes
plus an emergency signal mode provide lots of versatility. Includes a choice of handles,
rechargeable battery, charger and spare parts, all packed in a zippered EVA carry case.
COMPLETE SET: MSRP ∂ $600

NOVA 720/ Nova 720R

9.1”

Newest Cree XPL LED. 100% or 50% power modes.
Choose from full-sized 720 (9.1in long, 3 C cells), or
compact 720R (5.9in long, rechargeable Li-ion).
Batteries sold separately.

720

5.9”

720: MSRP ∂ $165 // 720R: MSRP ∂ $159
720R

8.3”

NOVA 720 WIDE/NOva 720R WIDE
720 W

5.0”

80˚

Same 720 lumen illumination and features, with Cree
XML U2 LED and wider 80-degree beam.
Batteries sold separately.
720 WIDE: MSRP ∂ $165 // 720R WIDE: MSRP ∂ $159

720R W

80˚
5.25”

NOVA 200
Easy-grip aluminum casing and high-intensity LED.
Powered by 3 AAA batteries (sold separately).
MSRP ∂ $119

NOVA 220
3.7”
220

A powerful dive light in a super-compact package. Optional
mask strap attachment provides hands-free illumination.
Three power modes. Batteries sold separately.
MSRP ∂ $79
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OPTIONAL RUBBER STRAP ATTACHMENT
MASK SOLD SEPaRATELY

NOVA 2100 SF

new

(SPOT FLOOD)

SCUBAPRO has long been the leader in underwater illumination with our pocket and accessory lights. In addition to being
rugged and reliable, all SCUBAPRO Nova series dive lights offer true lumen ratings, and all but the Nova 200 are equipped
with over-pressure release valves. Following in this tradition, the new Nova 2100 SF brings substantial advancements
to the primary/video light market. This powerful dual beam light (2100 lumen 65° wide beam and 800 lumen 15° spot
beam) provides the power to light up any dive scenario. Delivered with numerous accessories, the Nova 2100 SF provides
options to evolve your experience and diving pleasure.
Long-Lasting, Reliable Power
Powerful 25W Li-Ion removable battery
provides 55 minutes of burn time at full
power and constant brightness. Depth
tested to 100m/328ft for reliable lighting.

Body Material
Anodized aluminum light
head with fiber-reinforced
polycarbonate body.

5.1
"

Quality Cree LEDs
Wide beam features six
Cree XM-L2 LEDs, and
spot beam features one
Cree XPL LED.

One-Button Operation
Power on and off, adjust
brightness, and switch
beam angle by pushing
one button.

Five Primary Light Modes

2 .2

"

Options include:
100% Flood, 50% Flood, 100% Spot,
50% Flood + 75% Spot, and
25% Flood + 50% Spot.

!

Emergency Mode
Hidden emergency signal mode
offers a one-second blink interval
or an SOS Morse code.

Safety and Reliability
Corrosion-proof metal light head improves heat
dispersion and increases durability. The completely
isolated battery compartment protects internal
electronics from water intrusion.

A Full Light Set

Accessories

Includes a large and small Goodman
handle, pistol grip handle, GoPro adapter,
rechargeable battery, charger, and spare
parts—packed into a zippered carry case.

Ball joint adapter
YS adapter
SCUBAPRO.COM //
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freediving

find your
freedom.
Leave your tank behind and slip into the ocean
with the freedom to explore. With innovation and
performance at the forefront, SCUBAPRO’s freediving
line was created with world-class freedivers. Every
fin, mask, snorkel, and wetsuit was designed to make
the most of your single breath.

FREEDIVING

FREEDIVING

SCUBAPRO’s impressive line-up of freediving gear is
like no other. Created in collaboration with some of the
world’s best freedivers, SCUBAPRO lives up to its premium
reputation by delivering sleek hydrodynamic designs, high
tech materials and expert craftsmanship. No matter what
kind of freediving interests you, our gear line is engineered
to take you there… faster, deeper and longer.

ELEMENT 2-PIECE FREEDIVING SUIT, 3MM
Two-piece 3mm wetsuit features classic high-waist pants and
hooded beavertail top. The “sharkskin” neoprene is durable,
high-stretch and virtually eliminates hydro-drag. No zippers, and
adjustable, making suit flexible and warm.
Available in sizes: Men S-2XL, Women XS-XL.
MSRP ∂ $320

Developed by SCUBAPRO in partnership with the world-record-setting fin manufacturer,
Trygons, these new state-of-the-art carbon fins deliver the ultimate in comfort and
kicking performance at any skill level. Our smallest size fits women size 5 and our largest
size fits men 14.

S1

S2

S3

Highest quality,
99-percent pure carbon
blade, produces the
most powerful and
efficient fin on the
market. Exceptional
power recovery
and unparalleled
performance, the
unique design reduces
turbulence and
drag forces.

Built with a carbon
layer over a fiberglass
core, the S2 delivers
kicking performance
comparable to the S1,
but at a value price.
50 percent carbon fiber.

Long, soft blade made
of a high performance
plastic compound.
Generates power and
speed while maintaining
excellent energy
efficiency. Durable and
affordable. Great option
for scuba divers too.

Available in sizes:
XS-2XL.

Available in sizes:
XS-2XL.

MSRP ∂ $329

Available in sizes:
XS-2XL.

MSRP ∂ $119

MSRP ∂ $639

Monofin
Constructed of same materials as
S2, the soft foot pockets, blade
action and double-wide shape
generate exceptionally powerful
kicking performance and comfort.
50 percent carbon fiber.
MSRP ∂ $455
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Monofin BAG
Transport your Monofin with
ease. Made from 100%
water-resistent Tarpaulin
with backpack straps for
hands-free carrying.
MSRP ∂ $92

For more information regarding our freediving line and sizing details, visit www.SCUBAPRO.com.

FREEDIVING

STEEL PRO
Frameless, single lens design offers an
expansive, low volume view. Streamlined
and lightweight, its soft silicone skirt
provides a comfortable, watertight seal.
Perfect for freediving or scuba diving.
MSRP ∂ $83

STEEL COMP
Ultra-low internal volume makes equalizing easy.
Mask compresses on descent so equalization is
not required as often. Preferred by deep divers.
Not recommended for scuba diving.
MSRP ∂ $83

NOSE CLIP

FREEDIVING BAG

Lightweight aluminum, adjustable.

Heavy-duty PVC (Tarpaulin).
Dimensions // 38x10.3x6.3in
Weight // 2.3lb
Volume // 10.3gal

MSRP ∂ $82

MSRP ∂ $81

FREEDIVING SURFACE BUOY
Heavy-duty, durable construction.
FLAG: MSRP ∂

$75

COMPLETE: MSRP ∂ $239

FREEDIVING BELT

Freediving SNORKEL

Length // 59in
Width // 1.8in

MARSEILLE

Ultra-flexible, removable upper barrel.
Folds easily for stowage.
MSRP ∂ $23

MSRP ∂ $41

STANDARD
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snorkeling

open your
eyes to a
whole new
world.
The water is warm and shining, the sea life is active
and you have the best view there is. Make the day even
better with SCUBAPRO’s ultra-comfortable snorkeling
equipment. With options to fit every type and size of
diver, the only thing left to do is grab your gear and go.

SNORKELING

snorkeling
RUBBER FULL FOOT
Large range of sizes –
great for kids.

We know snorkelers want the best too! SCUBAPRO
offers a full line of high quality, long lasting and
stylish snorkeling gear for every type of adventure –
and every sized snorkeler.

POTENZA FULL FOOT
See your authorized SCUBAPRO
dealer for pricing.

See your authorized SCUBAPRO
dealer for pricing.

SAFETY & FUN
BUOY
Combination snorkeling
vest and safety buoy.
Makes a day on the water
safer and more fun.

DOLPHIN FIN
Open heel design can be used barefoot
or with booties. Soft and supportive.
Available in sizes: S-XL.
MSRP ∂ $29

MSRP FLAG: ∂ $79

CRUISER VEST

CURRENTS VEST

Available in sizes: XS-XL.

Available in sizes: Youth and Adult.

See your authorized SCUBAPRO
dealer for pricing.
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See your authorized SCUBAPRO
dealer for pricing.

SNORKELING

BEACH BAG

new color

Now offered in dynamic blue, the Beach Bag lets you enjoy a trouble-free day at the
shore. Designed for a complete snorkel set with extra compartments for keys and
wallet. Top handle and shoulder strap provide convenient carrying. Rip-stop nylon.
Dimensions // 26.4x10.6x6.7in
Weight // .8lbs
Volume // 7.4gal
MSRP ∂ $39

TRINIDAD
A favorite. Low volume, Excellent field of view.
See your authorized SCUBAPRO dealer for pricing.

TRINIDAD SNORKEL
See your authorized SCUBAPRO
dealer for pricing.

CURVE SNORKEL
MSRP ∂ $15

PUFFERFISH
MSRP ∂ $17

FUN 2 SNORKEL
MSRP ∂ $12

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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SNORKELING

COMBOS
trinidad combo
You can’t go wrong with this snorkeling combo.
The frameless single lens Trinidad mask offers
an expansive view of the underwater world. The
Trinidad snorkel is an easy breather.
See your authorized SCUBAPRO dealer for pricing.

SUPER VU
Great for traveling, this mask/snorkel package includes a teardropshaped dual lens mask that offers a generous field of view, plus a large
bore standard snorkel fitted with an efficient purge to ensure a steady
flow of dry air. The combo includes a sturdy bag that can be used for
transport or storage.
MSRP ∂ $50

Currents adult Combo

new

Dual lens mask is low volume and offers good field
of view. Clear skirt is made from premium silicone.
Included: flex snorkel equipped with a splashguard top.
See your authorized SCUBAPRO dealer for pricing.

mini vu combo without fins
Clear dual lenses, a soft silicone skirt and a splashguard
snorkel equal good times in the water for snorkelers with
small faces. A sturdy carry bag is included.
MSRP ∂ $50
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SNORKELING

sub vu combo without fins

new

Ultra-clear front lens and seamless side
windows deliver a wide and airy field of view.
The snorkel has a splashguard top and a
quick-clip. Includes a mesh bag.
MSRP ∂ $56

sub vu Combo with fins

new

Classically designed mask features an ultra-clear front lens with
seamless side windows for an expansive view. Combo includes
splashguard snorkel, open heel fins and carry bag.
MSRP ∂ $90

mini vu Combo with fins

new

This popular snorkeling kit features a dual lens mask
designed for small face shapes. You also get a splashguard
snorkel, fins and a reusable bag to carry it all.
MSRP ∂ $65

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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SCUBAPRO AMERICAS
El Cajon, CA
USA
SCUBAPRO ASIA PACIFIC
Chai Wan
Hong Kong
SCUBAPRO AUSTRALIA
Chatswood NSW
Australia
SCUBAPRO FRANCE
France, Spain, Export,
Netherlands, Belgium
SCUBAPRO ITALY
Casarza Ligure (GE)
Italy
SCUBAPRO GERMANY
Germany, Austria, Eastern Europe, UK,
Scandinavia
SCUBAPRO JAPAN
Yokohama
Japan
SCUBAPRO SWITZERLAND
Spreitenbach
Switzerland

Can't be in the water every day?
Follow @SCUBAPRO on social media
for your daily dose of incredible
underwater images.
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